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PREFACE 

The aim of this thesis is to provide an introduction 

to the use of carbon fibre reinforced plastic. 

The thesis is divided into four sections: section 

A deals with the general background of carbon fibres and 

serves to provide a designer with the information necessary 

to decide whether the material will be of use to him and in 

what capacity. It covers such things as basic properties, 

comparison with other fibres, forms of material available, 

present fabrication techniques, and some associated design 

problems. The remainder of the,thesis aims to supply some 

of the basic tools that the designer will require when he 

begins to work with the material. 

One of the first tools the designer needs is a 

knowledge of the elastic moduli of the material. Only one 

of the five i~dependent elastic moduli of this material is 

generally available and section B serves to provide typical 

values to give a designer some feel for the material. With 

a composite of this nature there are several variables which 

affect the moduli - fibre content, resin type and fibre type 

and to make full use of this relatively expensive material 

it may often be necessary to vary these to give the moduli 

desired for a particular application, and thus a reliable 

method of predicting the moduli is required. Section B 
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compares three commonly used prediction methods, first in 

their standard form and then modified to take account of the 

anisotropy of carbon fibres. Numerical results for various 

fibre contents and fibre types are given and the suitability 

of the various prediction methods is discussed. 

Having found the elastic properties of a unidirectional 

composite, the next requirement is a method for predicting the 

behaviour of a combination of several unidirectional layers 

with different orientations. Section C presents such a 

method for analysing laminated composites which is far more 

realistic than conventional netting analysis. The method is 

not widely used or even known at present, and this is the 

justification for including it. 

Section D contains the references, the computer 

programme used in section B for predicting the elastic 

moduli and a computer programme for analysing composite 

structures. This latter programme has been developed from 

an existing programme to simplify its use and the modifications 

are explained and discussed in this section. 
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SECTION A: CARBON FIBRE AND ITS USES 

Al. INTRODUCTION 

Today's rapidly expanding technology, especially in 

the field of aerospace, is continually creating demands for 

new and better materials. Sir Barnes Wallis is attributed 

as having said: "I can design an aircraft to fly at ten 

thousand miles an hour - can you give me the materials?", 

and this is indicative of the problems that face the 

materials engineer today. 

With the possible exception of beryllium, no metal 

available today is sufficiently stiff and light to meet all 

future design requirements. In bulk form the majority of 

metals and alloys have a specific stiffness (ratio of 

elastic modulus to density) of about 100 x io 6 in, and this 

value is not expected to be improved significantly in the 

foreseeable future. 

Ceramic whiskers - tiny, single crystal fibres 

offer a significant increase in specific strength and stiff

ness compared to metals in both bulk and whisker form. 

Some properties of several whiskers listed by Sutton [l]* 

* Footnote: References appear in Appendix [4] 
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are shown in Table [i], together with values for some 

bulk metals as given in [2}. 

Table [i] Properties of various whiskers and bulk metals 

Material 
-· 

Density 

lb/in3 

-

Tensile 
St:riength 

10 3 lbf/in2 

YoungTs 
Modulus 

10 3 lbf/in2 

-S-pecmc 
Strength 

10 6 in 

"'S"peciTi.c 
Modulus 

10 7 in 

Whiskers 

Ceramic 

At
2
o3 

BeO 

0.143 

0.103 

3000 

1900 

62 

50 

21. 2 

18.4 

43.4 

48.5 

B
4

C 

SiC 

0.091 

0.115 

2000 

3000 

70 

70 

21. 9 

26.1 

76.9 

60.8 

Si 3N4 
Graphite 

0.115 

0.060 

2000 

2845 

55 

102 

17.4 

47.4 

47.8 

170.0 

Metal 

Cr 0.260 1290 35 5.0 13.4 

Ni 0.324 560 31 1. 7 9.6 

Bulk Meta1 

Cr 0.260 120 36 0.46 13.8 

Ni 0.324 46 32 0.14 9.9 

Ti (99%) 0.163 80 17 o.49 10.1 

Be {OMV) 0.067 

---'-- ·

42 42 
___,_ 

0.63 62.6 
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Whiskers are of little structural use until they are 

bonded together in a matrix material. In the resulting com

posite the whiskers, aligned in one direction, carry the 

bulk of the applied load, while the matrix binds them together, 

spaces them, protects them from mechanical and chemical damage 

and distributes the load to the individual whiskers. 

It will be some while before whisker materials can be 

widely used, however, because of the difficulties of growing 

whiskers reproducibly on a large scale and of aligning and 

spacing the whiskers in a suitable matrix. Also the problem 

of treating the surfaces of the whiskers to promote wetting 

and bonding to the matrix remains to be solved. 

A more practicable form of reinforcing material at 

present is a continuous fibre. The fibre can then be woven 

into matting or tapes which are often more convenient, or used 

in filament winding processes. Continuous glass filaments 

have been available for .some years and glass fibre reinforced 

plastic is commonly used for making shells - boat hulls, car 

bodies, filament wound piping and rocket motor cases etc. 

But glass fibre reinforced plastic has a specific stiffness 

no better than most metals, being about 110 x 10 6 in (although 

it does possess an appreciably better specific strength). 

Thus there is a need for high modulus, high strength 

continuous fibres. The only suitable fibres that are 

available in commercial quantities at present are boron, 
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graphite and carbon, and it is with the latter that this thesis 

is primarily concerned. The words carbon and graphite may 

generally be used interchangeably when referring to these 

fibres. However, the British usually refer to their fibres 

as carbon, while the Americar1s use the word graphite. Thus 

for convenience the use of carbon herein will be restricted 

to the British fibres and graphite will refer to the U. S. 

fibres. Particular emphasis is placed on the carbon fibres 

as these.at present seem to be attracting most attention from 

both British and U. S. industries. 
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A2. DEVELOPMENT OF CARBON FIBRES 

A2.l. Historical Development 

Carbon fibres of some form have been in use for many 

years: Edison's first electric light bulb filaments were 

made using carbonized bamboo fibres over seventy years ago. 

Carbon fibres made by pyrolizing rayon or cellulose have 

been used for, among other things, ablative purposes in 

rocket nozzles. These fibres had poor mechanical properties, 

however, having specific strengths and stiffnesses of about 

0.8 x 10 6 in and 10 x 10 7 in respectively. 

The first serious work aimed at making carbon fibres 

for structural purposes was started at the Wright Patterson 

Air Force Base in Ohio in the late 1950's, where they 

developed a technique which enabled them to produce graphite 

fibres from a viscose thread having a specific stiffness of up 
7to ~O x 10 in on occasions. Union Carbide did further work 

on the process and developed it commercially, and in 1964 

placed 'Thornel' 25, with a specific stiffness of 40 x 10 7 in, 

on the market in limited quantities at a price of over 

$1000/lb. Union Carbide have since added 1 Thornel' 50 to their 

range which is a stronger and stiffer material, and more will 

be said of this later. 
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Meanwhile some work of a similar nature was proceeding 

in Japan. A report by Shindo [3] in 1961 showed that 

7carbon fibres with a specific stiffness of about 30 x 10 in 

could be produced from polyacrylonitrile yarn by a heat treatment 

process. The Osaka Institute, for whom Shindo was working, 

patented the process but did not try to improve on these 

properties to produce a material for structural use. 

In Great Britain, Rolls-Royce, who had considerable 

experience in using glass fibre reinforced plastics and had 

been investigating various reinforcing systems, began to 

concentrate on carbon fibre - resin systems in 1962. But it 

was the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) Farnborough, 

beginning work on carbon fibres in 1963, who obtained the master 

patent when Watt, Phillips and Johnson applied for British 

Patent No. 1,110,791 in April 1964. The RAE process was diff

erent to that of Shindo, though it used a similar precursor, 

and produced fibres with a specific stiffness of about 

7100 x 10 in. 

In 1965 RAE asked the Ministry of Technology to scale 

up the process as fibre production was taking up so much time 

that investigation of the fibre properties was being hindered. 

Because of its furnaces and other facilities, the Atomic 

Energy Research Establishment (AERE) Harwell, was awarded 

a contract to produce RAE type fibres and were soon producing 

fibres as good as those at RAE. 
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Thus the Ministry of Technology, aware of the 

potential of this material, invited two companies to further 

scale up the process and develop it commercially. The companies 

involved were Courtaulds, a large textile firm and sole 

producer of the precursor material in England, both then and 

now, and Morganite Research and Development, who have consid

erable experience in carbon and high temperature technology. 

The first work to be published concerning the RAE 

fibres was in May 1966, by Watt et al [4], and gave some fibre 

properties, an indication of the structure and some information 

on the properties and preparation of carbon fibre reinforced 

plastic. This was followed in July 1966 by an article by 

Standage and Prescott [5] of the Advanced Research Department, 

Rolls-Royce Ltd., announcing that they had prepared carbon 

fibres of high elastic modulus in continuous lengths and 

relatively large quantities. Typical stiffness and strength 

distributions for the fibre were given as well as values for 

carbon fibre reinforced epoxy and polyimide resins. Rolls

Royc~ had collaborated with the government research laboratories 

and were using a process based on the RAE one, bµt much 

original research was done in order to turn the technique into 

a tonnage process and to produce large amounts of carbon fibre 

reinforced resin, known within the company as 'Hyfil'. 

In February 1967, Moreton et al [6] of RAE reported 

the effect of the heat treatment temperature on the strength 
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and stiffness of carbon fibre. This showed that for fibres 

requiring a high stiffness heat treatment at 2500 
0 C or more 

was necessary, while fibres with maximum strength were produced 

with a heat treatment temperature of 1500°c - 1600°c. Thus 

two types of carbon fibre became available - a high modulus 

carbon fibre and a high strength carbon fibre. 

The adhesion between fibres and resin matrix was poor 

with the early carbon fibres, resulting in low interlaminar 

shear strengths, but recently a surface treatment operation, 

which neither coats nor contaminates the surface of the fibre, 

has been introduced which has resulted in much higher values 

for interlaminar shear strength. 

A2.2 Method of Manufacture 

The method of manufacture of RAE type carbon fibres 

is necessarily somewhat clouded, but Gunston [7] has given 

a good outline of the batch technique originally used and this 

is summarized here for completeness. 

The precursor of the carbon fibres is a special grade 

of Courtelle which is made by squirting the liquid polymer 

through a spinneret having 10,000 microscopic holes. The 

filaments set in a bath to form a staple fibre, or tow, and 

after further processing are wound on a bobbin. 

To make carbon fibres the tow is unwound from the 

bobbin on to a rigid frame so that it is evenly loaded with 
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about 300 m of tow under precise tension and lateral spacing 

to give the correct weight of fibre in the resulting sheet. 

On each side of the frame the parallel tows are stitched 

across the top and bottom to form a secure web. 

Then several frames are loaded into a furnace in 

which the tows are heated in air to a temperature below 300°c. 

They become oxidised and try to shrink; this increases the 

tension in the fibres and helps orientate the fibre molecules. 

The frames are then unloaded and each web cut off just outside 

the stitching. 

The resulting 'warp sheets' are stacked in refractory 

boxes and then heated in another furnace to at least l000°c 

for several hours until all that remains is carbon. Finally 

the fibres are subjected to a precise heat treatment in an 

inert atmosphere to improve their mechanical properties. For 

high strength fibres this heat treatment temperature is about 

1500°C, while for high modulus fibres it is over 2soo0 c. 

Continuous plants are now in operation but these are 

subject to very close commercial security. The main principles, 

however, are shown in Fig. [l], which is based on a sketch in 

Gunston's article [7]. 

A2.3 Structure and Properties 

It appears [8 and 9) that the structure of carbon 

fibres is a consequence of the structure of the parent organic 
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fibre. The RAE type fibres consist of long primary units lying 

parallel to the fibre axis, and these primary units are bonded 

together to form a stretched network of branched fibrils that 

apparently run the full length of the fibre [8]. 

X-ray diffraction photographs [9] suggest that the 

fibres consist of highly orientated graphite crystallites 

about 50 Rin size, the angle of orientation being very close 

to the fibre axis. It is this preferred orientation which 

gives the fibre its high modulus; this can be seen in Fig. 

[2] which shows a plot of the orientation of the fibre against 

the mean Young's modulus of a fibre bundle [4]. 

The strength and modulus of these carbon fibres is 

dependent on the heat tre~tment temperature [6] as shown in 

Fig. [3]. High modulus fibres [type I or HM] are heat treated 

at above 2S00°c, while high strength fibres [type II or HT] 

require a temperature of only about 1500°C. Some properties 

of the commercially available RAE type fibres obtained from 

(10] and (11] are shown in Table [ii]. The tests were performed 

on 5 cm gauge lengths; tests on 1 cm gauge lengths have given 

average strengths 12% higher than for 5 cm lengths [6]. This 

is due to the scatter of fibre strengths; the chance of 

including a weak spot in the test piece being less when using 

a shorter specimen. 
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Table [ii] Properties of various RAE type carbon fibres 

Fibre 
Type 

Filament 
Diameter 
Microns 

Density 

lb/in 3 

TensIle 
Strength 

l0 3lbf/in2 

Young-'s -S-pec1ric -S-pecITic 
Modulus Strength Modulus 

10 6lbf /in2 10 6 in 10 7 in 

Modmor I 7.5 0.072 200-300 55-65 2.8-'+.l 76-90 

ModmQ!' II 7.5 0.063 350-'+50 35-45 5.6-7.l 56-71 

Grafil A 7.9 0.0628 275-325 28-35 4.lf-5.2 '+4-55 

Grafil HT 

Grafil HM 

7.8 

7.5 

0.0635 

0.0700 

··

350-450 

250-325 

35-42 

50-60 

5.5-7.0 

3.5-4.6 

55 .. 55 

70-85 

The consistency in quality of fibre manufacture is in

dicated [10] by results from 40 successive production batches 

of metre length 'Modmor' type I fibre: the standard deviation 

was only 4 x 10 6 lbf/in2 for the Young's modulus and 

23 x 10 3 lbf/in2 for the ultimate tensile strength. More 

detailed information on the quality control and test 

methods used by Morganite Research and Development is given by 

Blakelock and Lovell [12]. 

Until recently carbon fibres have tended to give low 

values of adhesion within a matrix, which limits the composite 

properties; this fact made many people regard carbon as an 

unsuitable reinforcing material and helps to explain the 

concentration on boron in the U. S. a few years ago. A surface 

treatment has been developed, however, which improves the 
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adhesion, and stereoscan electron micrographs [12] shown in 

Fig. [4] demonstrate this improved bonding between fibre and 

resin. Measurement of the interlaminar shear strength of a 

composite also provides an indication of the degree of bonding 

between fibre ~nd matrix, good bonding giving a higher 

interlaminar shear strength. Table [iii] shows typical Values 

for fibre-resin composites for treated and untreated fibre [11), 

the treated fibre being denoted by a suffix S. 

Table [iii] 	 Interlaminar shear strengths for composites with 
treated and untreated fibre 

-

Fibre -~ 

Interlaminar Shear 
Strength 

rafil HT Grafil HT-S Grafil HM Grafil 

' I 

HM-S 

lbf/in2 5000-1000 

1 

10000-12000 I 3000-saoo 8000-12000 

Clearly the resin used has an important effect on the 

absolute value of the interlaminar shear strength obtained. 

A2.4 Cost 

The present cost of carbon fibre is largely dependent 

on the length and amount of fibre required. Table [iv] shows 

the latest available prices. Clearly the effectiveness of 

carbon fibre must not be judged on present prices, however, 

but on its cost in, say, five or ten years' time, when it is 
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being used and produced in bulk. 

Table [iv] Present cost of carbon fibre 

Length Quantity l Price per lbFibre Type 

--· I 

<2. 2 lbModmor 
' 

1 metre 

I >110 lbl metreModmor 

HJ00-1500 	 ft smallModmor 

< 11 lb48 inGrafil HT 

> 11 lb48 inGrafil HT 

48 in < 11 lbGrafil HM 

$260 

$130 

$410 

$143 

$130 

$169 

> 11 lb 	 I 
I 

$156 
I 

48 inGrafil HM 
I 

< ll lb $4301000 ft.Grafil HT 	 or HM 
I 

$3901000 ft. > 11 lbGrafil HT 	 or HM 

There have been many estimates of the future cost of 

carbon fibres. Possibly the lowest was suggested by the Atomic 

Energy Research Establishment at Harwell, who suggest a figure 

of about $5 per lb. Gunston [7] has suggested that a more 

realistic figure might be $12 per lb. The fibre manufacturers 

do not appear to be quite so optimistic, however. 

Morganite Research and Development are producing fibre 

at the rate of a few tons a year at present, but Mr. V. Dembo, 

New Products Investigation Manager, expected [13] that by the 

mid seventies ~~ey would be producing about one hundred tons 
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of fibre a year at a cost of about $35-50 per lb. 

Mr. D. J. Willats, General Manager of Courtoulds 

Carbon Fibres Unit, recently disclosed [l'+] that although 

people talk of the enormous po·tential demand for carbon 

fibres, most orders at present are for experimental quantities 

of a few pounds, and that their output at present is only a 

few tons a year. He expected the price to fall to about 

$70-85 per lb for continuous fibres over the next three years. 

In ten years' time the price might drop to about $25 per lb 

assuming an output of five hundred tons a year. Mr. Willats 

attributed the high cost to two main factors: Ci) the high 

cost of the precursor material which is about $5 per lb and 

(ii) the fact that the unit output is so low, _,_. e. there are 

very high capital costs. Also overall output even at five 

hundred tons a year is small in comparison with a normal 

textile fibre, say Courtelle, which is produced at the rate of 

ten thousand tons a year. 
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A3. COMPARISON WITH OTHER FIBRES 

A3.l General 

Table [v] shows some typical properties of various 

commercially available reinforcing fibres. It can be seen 

by comparison with the values shown for bulk metals in Table 

[l] that boron, 'Thornel' graphite and RAE type carbon fibre 

offer a substantial increase in sp~cific stiffness and 

strength over conventional materials. 

Table [v) 	 Typical properties of some commercially 
available fibres 

Fibre 

E-glass 

S-glass 

Asbestos 

Boront 

Thornel 50 

Modmor I 

Modmor II 

Density Tensile Young's Specific 

lb/in3 strength modulus strength 
io 31bf/in2 10 6lbf/in2 10 6 in 

0.092 500* 10.5 5.4 * 

0.090 600* 12.5 6.7 * 
0.116 300 25 2.6 

0.095 460 60 4.8 

0.059 285 50 4.8 

0.072 250 60 3.5 

0.063 400 40 6.3 

Specific 
modulus 

7
10 in 

11 

14 

22 

63 

85 

84 

64 

t on tungsten core 

* value for virgin filament; finishing, sizing and handling 
may cause up to 50% loss in strength 
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A3.2. Boron 

Boron is considerably more expensive than carbon 

having a present price of about $300 per lb; even in ten 

years the price is not expected to fall much below $150 per lb 

(15]. Also because of its large cross section (100 microns 

compared to 8 microns for carbon) it is less suitable for small 

radius applications. 

A large amount of money has been spent on the devel

opment of boron fibres, however, and there is consequently 

much more design data present1y available for boron than for 

carbon. Thus boron may be expected to contin~e to find 

applications while more experience is gained with carbon, but 

in a few yea~s, carbon should take over a large portion of 

these applications. 

Boron may still find applications where the effects 

of thermal expansion in a metal-composite structure are 

important. The coefficient of thermal expansion of boron 

is much more compatible with that of metals compared with 

carbon which has a negative coefficient of thermal expansion 

along the fibre. 

A3.3. 'Thornel' Graphite 

The specific strength and stiffness of 'Thornel' 50 

graphite are comparable to RAE type carbon fibre as can be 

seen in Table [v], but the latter is said to be more consistent 
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in continuous lengths: the properties of 'Thornel' tend 


to be discontinuous along the fibre. The bonding between 


fibre and matrix is also better with RAE type fibre, 


producing a greater interlaminar shear strength in the result


ing qomposit~. 


A3.4. Other Graphite Fibres 


Other graphite fibres have recently become available 

from H. I. Thompson and Co. and the Great Lakes Carbon 

Corporation, both in the U. S. These have a disadvantage 

which is c0mmon to all the U. S. fibres, namely an irregular 

cross-section; the British fibres have circular cross-sections. 

This difference stems from the essentially different manu

facturing processes used in Britain and the U. S. 
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A4. 	 RANGE OF CARBON FIBRE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE 

Carbon fibre is available in the following forms: 

[i] 	 Short staple fibre: 

Carbon fibre is available as a short staple fibre cut 

to any length from i inch to 12 inches, and is useful in the 

manufacture of thermosetting and thermoplastic moulding 

materials. It can also be used to manufacture fibrous webs, 

e. g. mats, tapes and felts. 

[ii] 	 Long staple fibre: 

This may be one metre or 48 inches in length and 

consists of a twist free tow of 10,000 filaments. 

[iii] 	 Continuous filament tow: 

Lengths of up to 3,000 feet of twist free 10,000 

filament tow are available for such uses as filament winding. 

[iv] 	 Flock: 

Carbon fibre is available in flock form having a 

nominal length of 1/10 inch, and can be used as ~ 

reinforcement in thermosetting resin systems. 

[ v] 	 Preimpregna·ted unidirectional warp sheet: 

Carbon fibres preimpregnated with one of several resins 

are available. The 10,000 filament tows are laid parallel 

and run the length of the sheet. The sheets are available 

in a variety of sizes and thicknesses from 0.001 in to 

0.030 in. This form of carbon fibre is ideal for use in 

matched moulds. 
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[vi] Preimpregnated unidirectional tape: 

This is available in a standard size 3 inches wide 

by 100 yards long. Narrower widths and lengths up to 300 

yards are available, however. 

[vii] Random fibre mats: 

Pandom fibre mats can be supplied lightly bound with 

a resin compatible binder to provide cohesion for handling, 

or preimpregnated with resin. 

[viii] Thermoplastic moulding and extrusion compounds: 

A range of carbon fibre filled thermoplastic materials 

is available in the form of granules suitable for injection 

moulding and extrusion. Nylon 66 and Polypropylene are 

available as s'tandard products containing 20% by weight of 

'Grafil' A. Other fibre contents in a variety of thermo

olastics can also be uupplied. 

[ix] Thermosetting moulding compounds: 

A range of moulding compounds is available based on 

B-stage thermosetting resins containing carbon fibre. The 

material is supplied as a coarse ground fibrous mass and is 

suitable for processing on conventional compression moulding 

equipment. 
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AS. PROPERTIES OF CARBON FIBRE REINFORCED PLASTIC 

AS.l. General 

As it was mentioned in the introduction, carbon fibre 

must be bonded together in a matrix material before it becomes 

a useful structural material. At present plastics and resins 

are the most ~idely used matrix materials because of the 

experience gained using them in glass reinforced plastic. 

Carbon fibre has been shown to be compatible with the following 

thermo-setting resins [16): 

Unsaturated polyesters 
Amino, polyamide and anhydride cured epoxides 
Phenolic and silicone resins 
Friedel-craft resins 
Polyphenylenes (Monsanto) 
Silphenylenes (I.C.I.) 
Polyimides (Du Pont and RAE types). 

The properties of the reinforced plastic will clearly 

be dependent on the type and content of matrix and the type 

and treatment of fibre used. Typical properties are shown 

in Tables [vi] and [vii], however, for some typical polyester 

and e;;>oxy resin reinforced with Modmor I carbon fibre [10]. 

Detailed descriptions of the mechanical property measurements 

on Modmor carbon fibre-resin composites are contained in [17). 
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Table [vi] 	 Properties of carbon fibre/polyester resin 
composites 

50% by volume of untreated 'RAE' type I fibre 

Flexural strength 

Flexural modulus 

Tensile strength 

Tensile modulus 

Coefficient of thermal expansion 

per °C: along fibre 

across fibre 

Thermal conductivity 

Tensile fatigue at 

30,000 ± 20,000 lbf/in2 

Tensile/compressive fatigue at 

0 ±40,000 lfb/in2 

Impact strength (Izod) 

120,000 lbf/in2 

20 x 106 lbf/in2 

130,000 lbf/in2 

28 x 10 6 lbf/in2 

10-6-0.73 x 
629 x 10

0.04 calls ~m°C 

>20 x 10 6 cycles 

without failure 

6>20 x 10 cycles 

without failure 

19.8 (unnotched) 

18.7 (notched) 
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Table [vii] 	 Properties of carbon fibre/epoxy resin 
composites 

60% by volume of treated 'Modmor' type I fibre 

.,I 	 2Flexural strength 120,000-125,000 lbf/in 

Flexural 	modulus 25-28xl0 6 lbf/in2 

Tensile modulus 	 30-40xl0 6 lbf/in2I 
Shear strength 	 7,000-10,000 lbf/in2 

f 

AS.2 	 Effect of Temperature 

Carbon fibre reinforced plastics are precluded from 

use in high temperature applications by the temperature limit 

of the resin. A standard type Shell epoxy resin (828/DDM/HT973) 

is limited to 100°C for example, wile a Ciba epoxy novalac 

resin (LY558/HT973) is limited to 220°C. As resins capable 

of withstanding higher temperatures become available, so the 

temperature limit of carbon fibre reinforced plastic will 

rise. The carbon fibre itself is unaffected by temperature 

rises up to about 1500°C in a non-oxidising atmosphere, and 

oxidation does not usually present a problem since the 

fibres are protected from the atmosphere in a composite. 

AS.3. 	 Effect of Water 

Unlike glass fibre reinforced plastics which may lose 
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15% or more of their strength under humid conditions because 

of weakening of the glass/resin interface, carbon fibre 

composites suffer little degradation of mechanical properties 

even when subjected to prolonged immersion in water. With 

certain resins, however, loss in strength up to 5% may be 

experienced. 

AS.4. Hardness and Machinabili.!::l. 

The hat:>dness of carbon fibre composites is largely 

dependent on the hardness of the resin matrix~ This is 

generally quite low and the composites may thus be machined 

by any of the conventional techniques used for machining 

metals and plastics. 

It has been found that th.e turning of these composites 

is best achieved dry and at high speeds, the speed being 

limited only by the tendency of the tool to overheat. Tools 

should be very sharp, tungsten carbide or diamond tipped 

tools being preferable, to prevent tearing of the fibre from 

within the matrix. For heavy cuts a positive top rake of 

about 20° with side and front clearances of 15° is desirable, 

while for finishing cuts no top rake is necessary. 

AS.5. Spec~Jic_Electri~al Resistance 

The specific electrical resistance of carbon fibre 

along the axis is about 775 micro-ohm-cm at 25°C, falling 
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to about 660 micro-ohm-cm at 180°C. In a composite the 

resistance along the direction of the fibres is proportional 

to the volume of fibre. Across the fibre direction the 

resistance is much greater and tends to be more variable. 

AS.6 Friction and Wear 

Lancaiter [18] in a recent survey of the progress in 

the development of self-lubricating bearing materials has 

drawn attention to the beneficial effect of reinforcing 

polymer bearing materials with carbon fibres. He has shown 

that carbon fibre reinforced resins appear to exhibit 

anisotropy in their friction and wear characteristics and 

Fig. [5] shows some results for reinforced polyester sliding 

against steel: the coefficients of friction are given 

adjacent to each cur've. It is concluded from the low wear 

rate obtained when the fibres are normal to the sliding 

interface that the fibres are then supporting part of the 

load. Lancaster has also shown that addition of randomly 

orientated chopped fibres can be very effective in reducing 

the friction and wear of several different polymers as 

shown in Table [viii]. 



Table [viii] 	 Effect of reinforcement by carbon fibres on the friction and wear 
rate of various polymers sliding against mild steel 
lo~_d~_l-~£g_!_ speed, 5~ ___?m/~;- su~'"'face finish ~s µin c.l.a. 

~-----,--------~------------------··· -------------- ---------------i----------------- ----- 
Polymer : Wear rate, crn3/cm kgx 10-lO lCoeffieient of friction 


I 	 -------tNo fibre 130-~:r ::~ wt fibref~o m:-130 pe~- cen~-=-~bre 
----------------- ·-·-- _________________________________________!._______ __[_________________________________ --

1 


riede1-Crafts 860 0.13 0.56 ! 0.24 -~olyester• (17449) 170 0.11 0.50 I 0.281 


Polyvinylchloride 500 I 0.65 0.43 'j 0.32 

.t.f.e. 460 1 1.6 j 0.25 0.25 

olypropylene 220 1.75 0.47 · 0.34 


Polymethylmethacrylate 180 0.5 0.59 0.24 

Polycarbonate 41 I 1. 2 0. 61 0. 25 

!Nylon 66 10 1.1 0.40 0.35
I
Polyethylene 4. 2 0. 9 0. 6 8 0. 2 7 

Polymide 2.1 0.4 I 0.68 0.35 


~ 
(i1 
& 
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A6. SOME PRESENT APPLICATIONS AND FABRICATION METHODS 

A6.l. General 

Carbon fibre components may be fabricated using any 

of the techniques developed in glass fibre technology. 

These methods may be broadly classified as moulding, 

filament winding and laminating from prepreg sheets. 

Each of these methods has its advantages and has been 

successfully used in association with carbon fibre. A few 

of these applications will now be described. 

A6.2. Moulded Structures 

One method of forming moulded structures, which 

encompasses hand lay-up, vacuum bag moulding and pressure bag 

moulding, involves laying the fibre to form a random mat in 

a resin matrix. This method has been widely used in the 

manufacture of glass fibre boat hulls, motor-car bodies etc., 

and has the advantage of being inexpensive since it is simple 

and requires unskilled labour. It does not use the fibre 

efficiently, however, and consequently the strength and 

modulus of the resulting component are lower than when using 

unidirectional fibres. Another disadvantage of this method 

is that it is best achieved with a woven fabric: the weave 
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crimps the fibre which induces stress concentrations and the 

effective strength and modulus are again reduced. Develop

ment is in progress, nevertheless, on a fabric in which the 

cross weave is nylon and this may help to alleviate the 

problem. 

Fig. [6] shows the ultra-lightweight nose section of 

the Lola G.T. type T 70 Mark 3B [Group 4] racing car, made by 

Specialised Mouldings Ltd., Huntingdon, England. This is a 

moulded structure of glass fibre reinforced polyester resin 

containing a network of Courtaulds Grafil HM carbo.n fibres. 

This network achieves a 20% weight saving while producing a 

stiffer structure. A car with a similar nose section won the 

'Davtona' 24 hour race in February 1969. 

Another type of moulding is injection moulding where 

the molten plastic is injected into a cavity. This method is 

wideiy used for mass producing small plastic components. Ad

ding short, (1/4 inch] carbon fibres to the liquid resin before 

iniection increases the rigidity of the resultant component as 

well as giving greater dimensional stability, higher heat dis

tortion temperatures and improved friction and wear characteris

tics. Alternatively the short fibres may be incorporated into 

a plastic 'dough' which is then moulded. Fig. [7] shows a dough 

moulded carbon fibre reinforced "rabbit" made by the Atomic En

ergy Research Establishment at Harwell. These "rabbits" are 

used for nuclear in-nile experiments. 
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A6.3. Filament Wound Structures 

Fabricating components by winding continuous filaments 

with a resin to act as a binder and matrix is a process that 

has been used with glass filaments for some years. It is of 

particular use for making circular or conical section com

ponents such as tubes and pressure vessels, although it is 

now being used in the manufacture of more complex shapes such 

as wing flaps. Generation of these complex shapes requires 

specialized machinery and is likely to become an entirely 

automatic numerically controlled process. The advantages of 

this method, such as the ability to produce an integrated 

structure and being able to orientate the fibres in such a 

way as to place the strength and stiffness where required, 

arc expected, nonetheless, to make this method important in 

the manufacture of airframe and aero-engine components in 

the future. 

In the U.K.~ Imperial Metal Industries have experience 

in winding glass fibre rocket motor cases and were one of the 

first companies to produce filament wound carbon fibre 

structures. A selection of filament wound tubes, bottles 

and rods from I. M. I. is shown in Fig. [ 8]. They have also 

wound carbon fibre rocket motor cases and some experimental 

data on the burst level of carbon fibre pressure vessels has 

been given by Jones [19]. 

One interesting test structure made by I.M.I. is shown 
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in Fig. [9]. It is a circular cylinder with circum~ 

ferential and longitudinal stiffeners. The entire structure 

was made from carbon fibre reinforced plastic and all but 

the longitudinal ribs filament wound in one piece. The 

circumferential ribs have a special shape so that the 

helically wound fibres remain straight. 

Bristol Aerojet, also in the U. K., again have 

considerable experience of filament winding rocket motor 

cases, and a 6 inch diameter solid propellant rocket motor 

case made by Bristol Aerojet from substandard material as 

a winding trial is shown in Fig. {10]. Small scale pressure 

vessels have been filament wound from type ll material using 

epoxy resin and the results of tests on these are given by 

Trigg [20]. This paper also gives a good account of the 

development of rocket motor systems and the advantages of 

using carbon fibre therein. 

Another form of construction, similar to filament 

winding, is tape winding, in which a number of parallel tows 

preimpregnated with resin to form a tape up to 3 inches in 

width and from 5 to 30 thousandths of an inch in thickness are 

wound over a fPame or mandrel. This method has the advantage 

of allowing quicker lay down rates and permits a further 

stage of inspection, i. e. the tape can be inspected before 

use. It has several disadvantages, nonetheless: to be 

efficient a high uniformity of tension within the tape is 
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necessary and this tends to make the tapes expensive; 

winding several tows Cup to 40 is already common) under 

individual tension may be easier. Also tape winding is less 

suitable for winding parts of large curvature. 

Nevertheless, tape winding looks to b~ a promising 

method for the manufacture of components such as wing flaps 

and other rela~ively large flat parts. Yurenka and Parks 

[21], describe a programme initiated at McDonnel Douglas to 

develop an automatic boron prepreg* tape lay-up machine for 

orienting and laminating the skins of a Douglas A-4 Skyhawk 

flap and the Boeing Corpor~tion have also spent a consider

able amount of money on developing tape lay-up techniques. 

A6.4. Structures Made from Prepreg 

The third main method of fabrication is to laminate 

parts from sheets of prepreg carbon fibres. The sheets may 

be cut to shape with scissors or, for mass production, with 

cutters rather like pastry cutters. Several sheets, orientated 

to give the desired directional properties, are placed together. 

in a matched metal mould and subjected to a carefully controlled 

cycle of temperature and pressure to form the shape and cure 

the resin. 

* 'prepreg' is a corruption of the work 'preimpregnated' and 
although it does not as yet appear in the Oxford English 
dictionary, it is a commonly used word in this subject. 
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This method is most suitable for fabricating relatively 

thin solid parts and has the advantage of being a semi-automatic 

process once the pre-form shapes and moulding cycle are 

determined. Also when removed from the mould the part requires 

very little finishing. The method may be restr~cted to parts 

where a large number is required, however, since the moulds 

are expensive to manufacture. 

Rolls-Royce are using this method for the manufacture 

of all their high duty composite components and one area of 

application which has received much publicity is in the 

fan blades of the RB211 turbo fan shown in Fig. [11]. By 

using carbon fibre reinforced plastic for the fan blades in 

the low pressure compressor they are able to produce a more 

efficient blade with a higher surge margin on a weight to 

weight basis with ·titanium. Alternatively, considering titanium 

and composite blades of the same aero-dynamic efficiency~ it 

is possible to produce a much lighter blade, and consequently 

lighter supporting structure, by using the composite. Further

more, these blades are cheaper. The arrangement and shapes 

of the various layers of carbon fibre prepreg used to 

manufacture these blades is shown in Fig. [12] and a description 

of the manufacturing process is given by Weil [22]. Weil 

also gives a detailed account of the reasons for choosing this 

material together with some of the problems that had to be 

overcome in order to do so. 
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A slightly different way of using prepreg sheets is 

to sandwich aluminum honeycomb core between two sets of 

prepreg sheets to form panelling for such things as aircraft 

flooring. Each set might contain one unidirectional sheet, 

two orthogonal sheets or any other combination required to 

give the desired properties. This idea is used in the 

satellite structure shown in Fig. [13] which was recently built 

by I.M.I. to develop fabrication techniques and provide a 

comparison with conventional metal structures. The principle 

of construction is rather interesting and is described by Jones 

(19], together with the manufacturing details. Basically 

it consists of four filament wound octagonal spines as the 

structural members and panels are formed by sandtdching alum

inum honeycomb core between carbon fibre reinforced plastic 

cylindrical shapes of rectangular or triangular cross section 

as shown in Fig. [14]. The optimum design indicates a weight 

saving of 38% of the equivalent metal structure and if tests 

at RAE show clear advantages, this could replace the all metal 

construction on the flight hardware of the X-3 payload intended 

to be launched by a Black Arrow. 

A6.5. Other Applications 

Other applications which are already being tested 

include stiffening conventional metal components. The British 

Aircraft Corporation are following this approach and are now 

testing reinforced components for the new, wide-bodied BAC3-ll, 
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as reported by McElhinney et al [23]. Development work is 

progressing on reinforc,ing the flanges of conventional metal 

beams used in aircraft for such purposes as supporting the 

passenger floor and stiffening pressure carrying bulkheads. 

Ian Proctor Metal Masts Ltd. in the U.K. have made 

lighter and stiffer metal masts for the Flying Dutchman class 

of racing dinghy by reinforcing a smaller section alloy mast 

with carbon fibres. 

At least one golf club has been manufactured from 

carbon fibre reinforced plastic. 
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A7. SOME DESIGN PROBLEMS 

The most obvious design problem associated with carbon 

fibre reinforced plastic is its anisotropy, i.e. its strength 

and stiffness are dependent on direction. The designer working 

with this material cannot rely on conventional analyses based 

on isotropic elasticity but must, at present, go back to first 

principles and rework each analysis using the theory of 

anisotropic elasticity. Each analysis must also be more 

thorough, since secondary stresses which may sometimes be 

neglected when working with isotropic materials may now become 

important: for example, a transverse stress of the order of 

3% of the longitudinal stress could reasonably be ignored when 

dealing with mild steel, say, but for unidirectional carbon 

fibre reinforced plastic the transverse strength may be only 

about 3% of the longitudinal strength and thus the transverse 

stress becomes significant. This anisotropy may be used to 

advantage, nonetheless. The designer is now able to add a 

further variable to his optimization sequence: the materials 

optimization. By varying the fibre content and the number and 

orientation of layers in a structure he is able to produce 

a material with appropriate strength and stiffness in each 

direction. 

The negative coefficient of thermal expansion of carbon 
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fibre reinforced plastic in the fibre direction creates 

problems for the designer, especially when using carbon fibre 

and metal components together. McElhinney et al [23] report 

that when reinforcing the flanges of aluminum· beams by wet 

lay-up of individual tows, subsequent curing (at temperatures 

over l00°C) produced distortion and large res;dual stresses. 

The problem was overcome in this case by bonding precured 

carbon fibre reinforced plastic to the beam with a low

temperature-cure adhesive instead of using the wet lay-up 

technique. Further problems arise, of course, if the 

com?onent has to operate at varying temperatures. Moreover, 

residual thermal stresses result whenever prepreg laminates 

are bonded together at temperatures different from their oper

ating temperatures as shown in the following sections. These 

may b~ quite large. 

Carbo~ fibres do not possess a plastic range but remain 

elastic to failure. Because of this, unidirectional carbon 

fibre reinforced plastic remains elastic to failure in the 

fibre direction, though Petit and Wadoups [24] have shown 

that the transverse stress-strain response is non-linear and 

that consequently the response of laminated composites may also 

be non-linear. This non-linearity is generally small, never

theless, compared to normal engineering materials such as 

mild steel or aluminum. 
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This essential lack of yield creates many problems 

for the designer. Pearce [25], in an article which attempts 

' to acquaint designers with some of the ways in which carbon 

fibre reinforced olastic differs from both metals and glass
' ~ 

reinforced plastic, draws attention to the fact that high modu

lus carbon fibre reinforced plastic has an elongation at fail

ure of only about 0.5%. An engineer would normally regard this 

material as brittle, being used to working with materials 

having elongations of about 20% at failure, but Pearce points 

out that he unconsciously accepts a limiting strain of about 

0.4% anyway, as .this is the strain at proof or yield stress 

for common eng~neering materials. If he looks at stresses, 

however, using similar safety factors in the two materials 

results in a higher load in the carbon fibre reinforced 

plastic structure, with the added advantage that if the struc

ture is overloaded short of the ultimate there will be no 

detrimental effect and it will recover elastically. 

But, as it was mentioned earlier, the stress analysis 

must be much· more thorough. Any local overloading in conven

tional structures merely results in local plastic deformation, 

and the load is diffused into the rest of the structure: in 

carbon fibre reinforced plastic structures, because the mater

ial dbes not yield, local overloading can result in failure. 

This inability to distribute concentrated loads over the 

structure becomes very important when considering how to attach 
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other parts; for instance, how does one attach engines and 

landing gear to a carbon fibre reinforced wing? 

For similar reasons, joining components can present 

problems, especially when joining a composite part to a metal 

one. Various ·methods are being investigated and adhesive 

bonding may provide an answer in some cases. ·The basic 

solution, however, is a complete change in the approach to a 

desigri. Instead of relying on traditional ideas and methods, 

the designer must rid himself of all conception of the design 

as it now is and start right from the beginning. While it may 

be prudent at present to simply make or reinforce existing 

parts using this new material in order to gain experience, if 

the material is to be utilized to its full potential, whole 

structures must be redesigned right from the start in such a 

way as to eliminate any attachment or joining problems. 

Another problem, though not strictly design, is that . 

of testing the components once made. Sample checks on 

strength, resin content, stiffness and interlaminar shear 

strength can be made but these are destructive tests. Non

destructive testing is more difficult since few of the present 

techniques are applicable to this material, but the subject 

is receiving much attention. Rolls-Royce (Composite Materials) 

Ltd. have used acoustic tests to check the homogeneity of 

glass fibre reinforced plastic and Yur~nka and P~rks (21] 

describe two methods which were used at McDonnel Douglas to 
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test the A-4 Skyhawk flaps referred to earlier. Radiographic 

(X-Ray) examinations were used to determine the position of 

internal details, the presence of any foreign matter in the 

' 
bond area, and any crushed or damaged core. Another test used 

was to apply a coating containing thermally sensitive phosphors 

to the material. When the coating is heated and viewed under 

an ultra-violet light, the phosphors fluoresce in inverse 

proportion to the heat sink area underneath. Since the heat 

sink of the panel varies greatly from bonded to unbonded 

areas, this technique accurately discloses any disbond in the 

panel. While it is nossible to discover areas of disbonding, 

however, it is still extremely difficult to determine areas 

of poor bondin$. 
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AS. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

The possible applications of carbon fibre reinforced 

plastic are too numerous to cover in detail here. Peters 

[26], in an introductory article on this material, suggests 

besides the aerospace field such diverse areas as chemical 

engineering, bearing materials, competition yachts and racing 

craft, model aircraft, telecommunications (radar scanners, 

dishes and masts), submersibles and stiffening overhead EHT 

and MV lines. Some description of each of these uses is given 

in this article. Gunston [7] also lists and describes numerous 

possible applications including prostheses, sporting goods 

(skis, fishing rods, oars, etc.), glassware and marine and 

hydrospace uses. 

The more immediate applications are clearly going to 

be in the field of aerospace, however, where the weight saving 

can justify the present high cost of the material; it has been 

suggested [e.g. (23)] that on a typical subsonic aircraft the 

value to the operator may range from $80 to $1,300 per lb 

of weight saved depending on the aircraft utilization. Peters 

[26] suggests a figure of about $250 in the case of the Concorde 

and proposes ten areas where carbon fibre reinforced plastic 

could be used to save weight. These are shown in Fig [15] 

which appeared in Peters' article. 
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Hieronymus [27] in a recent survey of the progress 

of some American aircraft companies in the use of composites 

reports that the largest programme devoted exclusively to 

carbon is at the Aircraft Division of the Northrop Corporation. 

They will fabricate and ground test the main landing gear 

strut door, speed brake, leading edge flap, horizontal 

and vertical stabilizers of the F-5 over the next three years 

under an Air Force contract of a little less than $4 million. 

Testing of the main landing gear strut door should be completed 

by the end of 1969 and the speed brake, which will be made 

with chopped fibres in an epoxy matrix using matched moulds, 

should be tested by the middle of 1970. The leading edge 

flap and horizontal stabilizer will comprise full depth 

honeycomb structures covered with a one piece carbon skin. 

The most difficult structure, the vertical stabilizer is 

scheduled for fabrication in late 1971 and test completion in 

early 1972. It will utilize carbon fibre reinforced epoxy 

skins with spars and substructure and is representative of 

the structures common to most aircraft wings. The programme 

includes no flight testing, but Northrop may undertake this 

at its own expense. 

This programme is indicative of the rate of progress 

to be expected over the next few years in the aircraft 

industry. Prime structures of commercial aircraft will probably 
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.be reinforced with carbon fibre by about 1975. Other 

applications will increase as the price of fibre~drops and 

the extent of knowledge of its usage increases. 

Development of different matrices for use with carbon 

fibres is progressing and resins capable of withstanding 400°C 

should be available by about 1973. Metal matrices will be 

necessary in higher temperature applications and work is in 

progress on the reinforcement of nickel with carbon fibres. 

This should have a temperature limit of about 1000°C, but s·ome 

estimates do not expect this material to reach its full 

potential before 1978. 

An important question asked by the potential users of 

carbon fibre is whether this fibre is going to continue to be 

used for a reasonable period of time, or is some other newer 

and better material going to become available. One can never 

be certain, but it appears that in the foreseeable future there 

are only two improvements likely to be offered: better fibres 

and whiskers. Any improvement in fibres is likely to be small, 

and when improved fibres do become available, none of the 

present experience with carbon will be lost as it will almost 

certainly be directly applicable to the new fibre. Of the 

many possible whiskers, silicon carbide may be one of the first 

to become available. Evans and Parrat (28] have reported 

a programme of work which demonstrated the feasibility of 

producing these whiskers cheaply and of using them successfully, 

and licences have been issued to some manufacturers to develop 
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the process. But work to scale up production of carbon fibres 

was started over four years ago, so even if the work 

progresses smoothly one would not expect SiC whiskers to be 

commercially available in large quantities for at least three 

or four years. Also, once they are available, it may take a 

little longer to develop fabrication methods as with carbon 

fibres there was the experience gained with glass and boron to 

be drawn upon. The applications are also likely to be different: 

SiC whiskers do not appear to be very suitable for reinforcing 

resins, but are most likely to be used to reinforce aluminum 

especially in high temperature applications. Thus whiskers 

are likely to supplement carbon fibres rather than replace 

them. 
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A9. CONCLUSIONS 

Carbon fibres are now commercially available and 

appear to offer advantages over other commercially available 

fibres. The advantages to be gained from using carbon fibre 

reinforced plastic, mainly an increase in specific stiffness, 

justify the expense of development programmes: this has been 

shown in particular by Rolls-Royce Ltd. 

No substantially better fibre is likely to become 

available for a considerable time and whiskers, which may be 

an economic proposition by 1971~ at the earliest, will tend 

to supplement rather than replace carbon fibres. Any devel

opment work on the use of carbon fibre reinforced plastic would, 

in any case, be applicable to another fibre and most would 

be applicable also toAwhiskers. 

Fabrication methods that will be widely used are 

filament and tape winding and forming prepreg sheets in matched 

moulds, though some use of chopped fibres in thermo-plastics 

is to be expected. Military aircraft with composite prime 

structures should be flying by 1973 and commercial aircraft 

by 1975. Also by this time carbon fibre reinforced plastic 

will have become much more competitive in areas other than 

aerospace. 

Carbon fibre reinforced plastic offers some problems 

to designers, principally because of its anisotropy and lack 
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of a plastic range. At the present time the effect of the 

anisotropy is to make the analysis much more complicated, but 

in time, as designers become more familiar with the theory 

of anisotropic elasticity and computer programmes for 

analysing composite structures become available, this problem 

will reduce in magnitude. The difficulty of attaching and 

joining composite structures, caused by the lack of a plastic 

range, can be alleviated by better design. This will only 

come by taking a fresh look at what the component should do 

and then desig~ing without regard to traditional designs. 

For this reason it may b~ a bad idea to use carbon fibre 

reinforced plastic to just stiffen or replace existing sub- · 

components as this will tend to give set ideas on its usage. 



SECTION B: ELASTIC MODULI OF FIBRE 
REINFORCED COMPOSITES 

Bl. INTRODUCTION 

Bl. l. Stress-Strain Relationships for an Othortropic Body 

If through each point of a body it is possible to 

draw a plane possessing the property that any two directions 

symmetric with respect to this plane are equivalent with 

respect to the elastic properties, the body is said to possess 

a plane of elastic symmetry. A body which has three orthogonal 

planes of elastic symmetry at each point is called orthogonally-

anisotropic, or for brevity, orthotropic. 

The stress-strain relationships for an 

body may be expressed in the form (29]: 

CJ 0 0 0x c11 c12 c13 

a 0 0 0y c22 c23 

C1 0 0 0z = c33 

l' 0C44Gyz 
l' 

xz C550 

"[' c66xy 

orthotropic 

EX 

e: y 

e: ----(1)z 

y 
yz 

y 
xz 

y 
xy 

Where a and T denote the normal and tangential components of 

stress, and e: :and y denote the normal and tangential components 

of strain respectively. c.. = c .. and are the moduli of 
J. J J J. 
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elasticity. As shown, there are a maximum of 9 independent 

elastic moduli for an orthotropic body. 

Bl. 2. Transverse Isotrop~ 

If an axis of elastic symmetry of rotation passes 

through each point of an orthotropic body then the body is 

said to be transversely isotropic. All directions in the 

planes normal to the axis of symmetry are equivalent with 

respect to the elastic properties and the body is isotropic 

in these planes. 

Clearly an isotropic matrix reinforced with isotropic 

fibres all orientated in one direction which form a hexagonal 

or random array in the plane normal to the fibres will be 

transversely isotropic with the plane normal to the fibres 

being isotropic. Carbon and graphite fibres are not generally 

isotropic, however, but are approximately transversely 

isotropic, with the cross sectional plane of the fibre being 

isotropic. Nevertheless, an isotropic matrix reinforced with 

these fibres will still be transversely isotropic. 

The number of elastic moduli are reduced from nine 

for a general orthotropic body to five for a transversely 

isotropic body by the following relationships [29]: 
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where the x-axis is perpendicular to the plane of isotropy. 

Then the stress-strain relationships may be written: 

a = clle:x + c12ey + cl2e:z ----(2)x 

CJ y 
:: cl2e:x + c22e:y + c23e:z ----(3) 

a = cl2£x + c23e:y + c22e:z ----(4)z 


1 

T yz = 2 (C22 - C23)Tyz ----(5) 

T = ----(6)C66Yxzxz 

T ----(7)xy = C66Yxy 

Denoting the 'engineering' elastic constants as: 

EL longitudinal Young's modulu~ (i.e. in x direction) 

ET transverse Young's modulus (i.e. in plane of isotropy) 


GT shear modulus in plane of isotropy 


GLT longitudinal shear modulus (i.e. in x-y or x-z plane) 


vLT major Poisson's ratio (i.e. -£ le: or -e: IE for
y x z x 

pure ten~ion in x direction) 

vTL minor Poisson's ratio (i.e. •e:xle:Y or· -e:xle:z for 

pure tension in y or z directions respectively) 

vTT transverse Poisson's ratio (i.e. -e:Yle:z or e:zle:Y 

for pure tension in z or y directions respectively) 

It can easily be shown that these are related to the five 

elastic moduli by the expessions: 
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= 
----(8) 


= 
----(9) 


----(10)= 

= 

----(12)="LT (c2·:2 +C2 3) 

c12<c22-c23> ----(13)= 2 
<c11c22-c12 > 

2 
<c11c23-c12 > ----(14)= 2 
<c11c22-c12 > 

Since there are oqly five independent elastic constants 

there must exist two relationships·between the seven engineering 

constants used above. These are: 

ET = 2 GT. ( 1 +"TT) -·--(15) 

and 

= ----(16)"TL "LT ET/EL 

By consideration of the inverse of C.. it can easily
1] 

be shown [30] that the elastic moduli may be expressed in 

terms of the engineering constants as follows: 
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vTT);x - .. --(17)c11 = (~'l' ET 

,, ) (
= ~TI L + vTTjx ----(18)c22 

EL ET ETkEL 
v"· 

I ELX ----(19)c12 = "LT 

c23 = c~ + " %~T ) I (L + ~vTT)x ----(20) 
ETEL EL ET ET 

----(21)c66 = GLT 

lWhere ·X = 2 2 ~ ----(22)( ~T ( 1-vTT) - EL(v LT) .EL 

Bl. 3. Composite. ElastiE_Moduli 

With many different matrices and fibre reinforcements 

available and a variable fibre content, it becomes useful to be 

able to predict the properties of the composite in terms of 

the constituent material properties and the proportions of 

each material. The remainder of this section outlines and 

compares some methods by which the five elastic constants of 

the composite may be predicted from a knowledge of the two 

elastic constants of the isotropic matrix, two or five elastic 

constants of the isotropic or transversely isotropic fibre and 

the volume fraction of fibre in the composite. 
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Bl. lJ. Some Previous Work 
----~~--~~~~~-

Chamis and Sendeckyj (31] have recently presented a 

very thorough critique on the theories predicting the 

thermoelastic properties of unidirectional fibrous composites 

covering over one hundred articles in which the method of 

approach varies from simple netting analysis to complex 

statistical methods. Concise descriptions and evaluations 

of these techniques are provided and current trends discussed. 

Numerical results for a few theories are presented together 

with a limited amount of experimental data, and it is shown 

that, in general, values predicted for ET and GLT are too 

low. It appears that the simple methods at present still 

provide at least as good agreement with experimental data 

as the more sophisticated methods, and so only a few of the 

simpler methods are presented here. 

The method of Hashin and Rosen (32], though not the 

simplest of methods, is included more for general reference 

purposes than because of any agreement with experimental data 

as it is the method most often cited for comparison by other 

authors. 

Whitney and Riley (33] used a method which may be 

considered somewhat analogous to that of Hashin and Rosen, but 

is much less rigorous mathematically and is written to appeal 

to the engineer rather than the mathematician. It is included 

here for this reason and also because Whitney [34] has extended 
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this method for use with anisotropic fibres and Blakslee et al 

[35] have found good agreement with experimental 9ata from 

graphite fibre reinforced plastic using this latter method. 

References [33] and [34] contain numerous errors, however, and 

thus the results presented for these methods are not 

necessarily those given in the published papers, but are 

results which have been derived using these methods. 

A further review of the more important prediction 

methods is contained in [36]. This reference suggests that 

for design purposes a simple but approximately precise 

formula is desirable for rapid calculation of the composite 

properties, and that the Halpin-Tsai equations give both quick 

and accurate results. Thus th3se equations are also included 

in this section and compared with other predictions and some 

experimental data. 
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B2. SOME METHODS FOR PREDICTING COMPOSITE ELASTIC MODULI 

B2. l. Method of Hashin and Rosen 

Hashin and Rosen [32] have derived bounds and 

expressions for the five elastic moduli of materials reinforced 

with hollow circular fibres by a variational method. Exact 

results have been obtained for hexagonal arrays of identical 

fibres and approximate results for a random array of fibres, 

which may have unequal cross sections, and modifications for 

use with solid fibres are included. The composite -is assUJlled 

macroscopically homogeneous and the matrix and fibre are assumed 

linearly elastic, homogeneous and isotropic. 

The results for a random array of solid fibres are 

presented as they have a much simpler form and their bounds 

coincide except for GTT. Also this arrangement is the one 

which generally occurs in practice. 

The bulk modulus governing plane-strain deformation 

in the yz • plane, KT is used in the analysis and is 

related to the previously defined constants by the 

relationship: 

4GTKT - - ----cia>
ET = KT + '¥GT 

2
4KT ,,_ LT 

where 'l' = 1 + ----(24)
EL 
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Then 
km ib[l + (l-2vm)vfl.., (1-2vm)vm ----(25)

(~vm + vr + l-2vm) 

where vm and vf are the volume fractions of matrix and 

fibre respectively and 

----(26) 
km 

where km and kf are the plane-strain bulk moduli of matrix 

and fibre respectively and are given by 

+ 2vG . ----(27)(l-2v) •. 

Then ET can b.e evaluated from equations (23) and (24). 

The bounds on the transverse shear modulus are given 

by: 

G (+) 
T ----(28) 


and vf-CJ)A · ----(29)4 

where the superscripts (+) and (-) refer to upper and lower 

bo.und solutions respectively, and A~ and A~ are each the 

solutions of systems of six linear simultaneous equations 

as given in Appendix (1). 
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The longitudinal shear modulus is giv~n by: 

Gm B(l+vf) + vm 
----(30)

8vm + (l+vf) 

----(31)where a = 

The longitudinal Young's modulus is given by: 

----(32) 


and the major Poisson's ratio by: 

vfE~L1 + vmE111L vm
2 ----(33) 

vfEfL3 + vmEmL2 

where 
2 

2vf Cl-vm ) vf + vm(l+vm)vm Ll = 

2 
L2 = vf (l-\1f - 2\lf ) ----(34) 

2 
2(1-vm ·>vf + (l+vm)vmL3 = 

s2.2. Method of Whitney and Riley 

Whitney and Riley (33) have derived approximate 

expressions for four of the elastic moduli of a material · 

reinforced with solid circular fibres and suggest the use of 

Hashin and Rosen's result for the fifth. The same assumptions 

as regards the properties of the constituents are made as before 
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and it is assumed that the fibres are packed in such a way 

as to make the composite transversely isotropic. The repeating 

element consists of a single filament embedded in a matrix 

cylinder of finite outer radius and the analysis consists of 

finding the stresses in the cylinders foF various surface 

loadings and using the results in an energy balance to 

yield the elastic constants. 

The expression derived for the longitudinal Young's 

modulus is the same as given in equation (32) and the use of 

equations (30) and (31) is suggested for the longitudinal 

shear modulus. 

The major Poisson's ratio is given by the relationship: 

2(vm-vf)(l-~m2)Efvf 
- Em(l-vm)LT + [Lmvf+ (l+vm)]Ef ----(35) 

where L 2= l-v-2v __ .,:_(36) 

The plane strain bulk modulus is given by: 

[(kf+Gm)km + (kf-km)Gmvf] 
----(37)

kT = [(kf+Gm) - (kf-km)vf] 

where - E ----(38)k - 2'L 

which is equivalent to equation (27). 

As an approximation it is assumed that the transverse 

Poisson's ratio is given by the law of mixtures relationship: 

----(39) 
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Then the transverse Young's modulus·can be 

obtained from the expression: 

----(40) 

and the transverse shear modulus can then be 

obtained from equation (15). 

B2.3. Whitney's Extension to Include Anisotropic Fibres 

Whitney [ 34] , by applying the equations of anisotropic 

elasticity to the fibre, extended the method above to include 

the effect of transversely isotropic fibres, with the plane 

of isotropy being normal to the axis of a fibre. Using 

subscripts as defined in Bl.2. to distinguish between 

longitudinal and transverse fibre properties, the expression 

for the determination of the longitudinal composite Young's 

modulus becomes: 

----(41) 

while the major Poisson's ratio is given by the 

relationship: 
2m f m f f2(v -vLT)(l-v )ETvm ----(42)"LT ;:v 

Em{l-vm)Lf + [Lmvf+(l+vm)]Ef
T 
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where Lm is given by equation (36) and 

Lf = l -
f - 2 (~ \ ----(43)"TT Ef LT-;"f2 

The plane strain bulk modulus, kT, is given by 

equation (37) where km is given by equation (38) and 

Ef 
kf = T ----(44)

2Lf 

Then, using the approximation 

----(45) 


the transverse Young's modulus can be obtained from 

equation (40). 

The expression for the longitudinal shear modulus 

is unchanged except for the substitution of GfT for Gfand 

is given by equations (30) and (31). 

B2.4. The Halpin-Tsai Equations 

It has been suggested [36] that it is often 

advantageous for design purposes to be able to rapidly calculate 

accurate estimates for the elastic moduli of fibre reinforced 

composites, and that a simple but approximately precise formula 

to interpolate the existing exact machine calculations 

available in the current literature is to be desired. Halpin 

and Tsai [37] have shown that Herman's solution [38] general

izing Hill's self consistent model [39] can be reduced to 
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very simple approximate forms: these are known as the 

Halpin- Tsai equations and aim to satisfy the need 

expressed above. 

The expression for the longitudinal Young's modulus 

is the same as given in equation (41) while the major 

Poisson's ratio can be approximated by the relationship: 

----(46) 

The expressions for the remaining three 

independent elastic moduli can be reduced to the form: 

.e_ (l+ z;nvf) ----(47)= 
P m (1- T'tVt) 

(pf/pm-l)
where n = ----(48)

(pf /pm+r;:) 

and p = composite moduli, ET' GLT' or GT 

pm= corresponding matrix moduli 


f' 

p = corresponding fibre moduli 

~=.a measure of .the reinforcement which depends upon 

the boundary conditions 

It is suggested in [36] that for estimating GLT' 

the ~. factor is given by 

l; = 1 ----(49) 

while for ET it is given by 

z; = 2 ----(50) 
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The expression for estimating GT becomes identical to that 

derived by Herman if z; is given by 

1 ----(51) 

B2.5. A Mo~ification for the Longitudinal Shear Modulus 

The estimates for the r; factors given above were 

obtained from comparison with numerical micromechanics solutions 

employing formal elasticity theory. It is said [36] that by 

setting r; =land 2, equation (47) yields results for GLT 

and ET respectively that duplicate those of Adams and Doner 

(40,41], obtained by a lengthy numerical procedure, for all 

ratios of pf/pm. On inspection, however, it is clear that 

with z;=l, equation (47) reduces to the same expression as 

derived by Hashin and Rosen [32] for a random array of solid 

fibres [equation (30)]: this expression is generally 

regarded as giving poor ?greement with experimental results 

(31, 36], the predictions being too low. Referring to Table 

II of [40], which compares the numerical results of Adams and 

Doner with the predi~tions of [32), it appears that equation 

(47) with z;=l only gives reasonable agreement with (40] 

for fibre volume fractions up to about 0.5, and that using 

this equation for a volume fraction of 0.75 would give a value 

about 30% too low when G~T/Gm = 20 (this is a typical modulus 
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ratio for a glass or carbon-resin system). 

Since it has been shown (42] that the predictions 

of [40] agree very well with experimental data for both 

carbon and glass fibre reinforced plastics, it would seem to 

be appropriate to determine a function for t that makes 

equation (47) ~ore nearly approximate these results. The 

considerations governing the choice of the function were Ci) 
., 

that it should' increase G/Gm for high values of vf; 

Cii) that G/Gm should still reduce to the correct values at 

vf=O and l; C:j.ii) that it should be a simple function capable 

of rapid calculation. These three conditions are met by 

choosing the function to be: 

z; = ----(52) 

There is no apparent theoretical justification 

for choosing this function, and this approximation is no more 

than simple curve fitting. However, substitution of equation 

(52) into equations (48) and (47) gives results which 

approximate to Adams and Doner's solution to a much greater 

degree than is obtained using ~ = 1, as can be seen in Fig. 

(16]. The maximum discrepancy for fibre volume fractions 

of up to 0.75 (which is a common practical limit) is of the 

order of 10%, which is quite acceptable for engineering· 

estimates, compared with discrepancies of up to 50% when using 

l; ~ 1. 
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It is undoubtedly possible to determine a function 

for ~ which will offer an even closer approximation to the 

results of [40]. Such a function would generally be more 

complex than the one given in equation (52), however, and would 

no longer offer a simple rapid estimate of the modulus, 

whereas the expression for ~ given above is a simple piece 

of mental arithmetic assuming access to a set of logarithmic 

tables. Furthermore it is difficult to justify a more 

accurate approximation until a greater quantity of reliable 

experimental data becomes available. 
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B3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

83.1. Comparison of Numerical Results for Glass 
Reinforced Plastic with Experimental Data 

Fibre 

Comparison of theoretical predictions with experimental 

data is somewhat difficult because of the limited amount of 

reliable data that is currently available. Furthermore the 

data that is available tends to be from samples with slightly 

different constituent properties which further complicates 

the process. The results presented in this section are, with 

the exception of Fig. [17], for an E .glass-epoxy resin 

system with the constituent properties shown in Table [ix]. 

Table [ix] Elastic properties of E-glass and epoxy resin 

E-glass Epoxy Resin 

E 10.6xl0 6lbf/in2 0.5xl0 6lbf/in2 

" 0.22 0.35 

G E = 2C1+ \I~ 
4.34xl0 61bf/in2 0.185xl0 6lbf/in2 

This particular system was chosen since it is one 

of the most common and provides therefore a useful comparison 

with the carbon fibre systems presented later. 
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To show the effect of the modification to the 

Halpin-Tsai equation for the longitudinal shear modulus, 

presente<" in B2.5, however, a different system was used. 

Fig. (17] shows some experimental data obtained from (42] 

for an E-glass, polyester resin system, together with 

Adams and Doner's predictions and the predictions based on 

equation (47) with z; = 1 and !'; = 1+40(vf)lO. This particular 

set of data was used as it was obtained from pure torsion 

of a solid circular cylindrical rod with the fibres oriented 

parallel to the longitudinal axis. This is recognized as 

being the best method of determining the shear modulus, 

though it has not often been used as specimens are usually 

prepared from prepreg from which it is much easier to 

produce plates than solid rods. The data would seem to be 

reliable since there is very little observed scatter, in 

contrast to the results obtained from other methods. It can 

be seen from Fig. [17] that the modified Halpin-Tsai equation 

approximates Adams and Doner's numerical solution quite closely 

and that it fits the experimental data to within about 10%, 

the approximation underestimating the experimental values. 

The modification clearly improves the accuracy of the 

prediction for values of vf above about 0.5 and does not have 

a deleterious effect below this value. 

Figures [18) to (22] show the predictions for the 

five independent elastic constants for the glass fibre epoxy 
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resin system described above with some experimental data 

obtained from [43]. Fig. [18] shows that the rule of mixtures 
' prediction used by each of the methods approximates the data 

to within about 10%, and that the data is distributed both 

above and below the prediction. 

From Fig. (19] it is clear that there is quite a spread 

in both the predictions and the experimental data for the 

transverse Young's modulus. Hashin and Rosen's lower bound 

yields the lowest prediction while Halpin and Tsai's and 

Whitney and Riley's prediction are very similar to Hashin 

and Rosen's upper bound solution, but the error is .as much as 

25% in some cases. 

The prediction shown in Fig. [20] for the major 

Poisson's ratio using the method of Hashin and Rosen is the 

same as when using Whitney and Riley's method. It gives 

slightly lower values than the rule of mixtures as used by 

Halpin and Tsai, but.the maximum discrepancy is only about 

3%. The experimental data is somewhat limited but is generally 

lower than both predictions, the maximum difference between 

the rule of mixtures prediction and the experimental data 

being about 10%. 

Fig. E21J shows the predictions for the longitudinal 

shear modulus of the glass fibre reinforced epoxy system. 

The set of experimental .data shown is subject to large 

variations probably because of the method of testing. 

. 

., 
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Nonetheless, it is clear that the modified Halpin-Tsai 

equation gives a better approximation to it than Hashin and 

Rosen's prediction. 

The H,alpin-Tsai prediction for the transverse shear 

modulus lies between Hashin and Rosen's upper and lower 

bounds, as shown in Fig. [22], while Whitney and Riley's pre

diction lies somewhat above the upper bound. There is no 

experimental data with which to compare these predictions, 

however, as it is very difficult to measure the transverse 

shear modulus. 

B3.2. Numerical Results for Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic 

In order to give some idea of the variation in the 

elastic properties of carbon fibre reinforced epoxy resin with 

fibre content, some results have been calculated using the 

Halpin-Tsai eq-qations (the modified form for the longitudinal 

shea~ modulus) and these results are shown in Fig. [23] to 

[27]. The Halpin-Tsai equations were used for the predictions 

as these were shown in the previous section to give 

reasonable approximations to the experimental data while being 

of a very simple form. Since the elastic moduli of the 

carbon fibre itself are not currently available, with the 

exception of the longitudinal Young's modulus, estimates for 

both the high modulus and high strength fibres were obtained 

by comparison with some estimated and measured values for 
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Thornel given in [35] and [36]. The figures for Thornel have 

been shown to be reasonable by comparing predicted composite 

values with experimental data [35]. The estimates used for 

the carbon fibre herein are shown in Table [x], while the 

moduli of the epoxy resin are given in Table [ix]. 

Table (x] Estimated elastic properties of carbon fibres 

High modulus High Strength 
fibre fibre 

EL 60xl0 6lbf/in2 40xl0 6lbf/in2 

6 2 6 2
l. 2xl0 lbf/in ~ l. Sx10 1bf/inET 

t------!-··- ·--·--·------- ·-··--

0. Sx10 61bfI in2 · O. 6xl0 6lbf/in2
GT 

!-------- ---·--
4.0xl0 6lbf/in2 4.0xl0 6lbf/in2 

GLT 
1--· 

0.2 0.2vLT 

The. term 'high modulus' refers only to the 

longitudinal Young's modulus of the fibre, and it can be seen 

from Fig. [23] to [27] that the only elastic modulus of the 

composite that is greater with the high modulus fibre 

reinforcement is the longitudinal Young's modulus. Both the 

transverse shear modulus and the transverse Young's modulus 

of the composite are greater for the high strength fibre, 

while the longitudinal shear modulus is the same for both 
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since the fibre modulus was assumed to be the same for 

both ty?es. 

B3.3 E~'fect of the Fibre Anisotropy 

To show the eff ec~ of neglecting the anisotropy of 

carbon fibre, some predictions of the elastic moduli have 

been calculated using the same method as in the previous 

section, and assuming the fibre properties to be: 

6 = 60 x 10 lbf/in2 and vfT = 0.2 

Clearly the longitudinal Young's modulus and the 

major Poisson's ratio will be unaffected as they depend upon 

the longitudinal fibre properties which are unchanged. The 

transverse properties are affected, however, and Fig. [28] 

shows the variation of the transverse Young's modulus with fibre 

content for the high modulus fibre reinforced epoxy resin 

calculated using the Halpin-Tsai equations assuming both 

isotropic artd anisotropic fibre. Because of the reduced value 

of the transverse fibre modulus in the anistropic case, the 

modulus of the resulting composite is also reduced, and it can 
,.

be seen from Fig. [28] that for a fibre content of 0.70 

assuming the fibre to be isotrooic results in a predicted 

transverse modulus four times too large. 
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Fig. [29] shows that the predictions for the longitudinal 

shear modulus of the composite are also larger when the fibre 

is assumed to be isotropic. The difference is not as great as 

for the transverse Young's modulus, however, because the 

fibre shear modulus is assumed to be very similar for 

isotropic or anisotropic fibres. 
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B4. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that the simple Halpin-Tsai 

equations for predicting the elastic moduli of fibre 

reinforced composites give good agreement with experimental 

data for glass fibre reinforced epoxy resin in the case of the 

longitudinal Young's modulus, the major Poisson's ratio and 

the transverse Young's modulus. The agreement is at least 

as good as provided by some other common, but more complex, 

methods and the Halpin-Tsai equations are thus to be preferred. 

The modified form of the Halpin-Tsai equation for the 

longitudinal shear modulus gives excellent agreement with 

experimental data for glass fibre reinforced polyester 

resin, and gives better agreement in general than analytical 

methods. Numerical procedures may give slightly closer 

approximations but the simplicity of the modified Halpin-Tsai 

equation makes it ideal for rapid design estimates. 

There is no experimental data with which to compare 

the predictions for the transverse shear modulus, but the 

appropriate Halpin-Tsai equation gives values consistent with 

those of other predictions and may therefore be used until 

more information becomes available. 

Some typical values for the elastic moduli of both 

high modulus and high strength carbon fibre reinforced epoxy 

resin have been given and only in the case of the longitudinal 
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Young's modulus does the high modulus fibre give a higher 

composite modulus. If the fibre is assumed to be isotropic 

the predictions for the transverse Young's modulus are very 

much higher than when anisotropic fibre properties are 

assumed. 



SECTION C: ANALYSES OF COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 

Cl. INTRODUCTION 

Most fibre composite structures today are effectively 

built up from a series of thin sheets containing unidirebtional 

fibres, and this will continue to be the principal method of 

construction for some years to come. Thus, although its use 

might at first sight appear to be rather limited, a method 

for analysing just laminated composites is quite adequate 

when dealing with fibre reinforced composite structures. 

Furthermore, extension of this method to include random chopped 

fibre composites, which are the only other fibre composites 

likely to be used, is possible. 

Essentially, the method consists of finding the stress

strain behaviour of a unidirectional layer and then using 

this, together with the thickness, number and orientations 

of the layers of a structure, to predict the stress-strain 

behaviour of the structure. Applying the external loading 

system, the stress-strain state of the structure is determined 

and then referred back to the individual layers, where a 

failure criteria is used to determine whether the individual 

layers can withstand the given loading system. 

- 71 
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This method was first presented by Tsai (43,44,45] 

though not very clearly, and has very recently been presented 

in some depth [36]. This section attempts to present a clear 

outline of the method sufficient to enable a design engineer 

to use the computer programme given in section D3, with 

confidence and understanding, without going to the depth 

required by a research engineer. 
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C2. THEORY OF LAMINATED COMPOSITES 

C2.1. Characterization of a Lamina 

In chapter Bl.2. it was shown that a unidirectional 

fibre reinforced composite car: be characterized in general 

by five independent elastic constants, and the stress-

strain relationships are given as: 

ca c 0 0 0 x. 11 c12 c12x 

C1 c 0 0 0 E:c23 yv 22 

(J 0 0 0 cc23 z 

-(53) 

z 

T 
= 

2 
1 

{C22-C23) 0 0 ·yyzvz 

'T 0css Yxzxz 

cssT Yxyxv 

Since a lamina is usually thin, a state of plane 
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stress within each lamina is assumed, whence 

= = = 0 

Substituting (54) into C53) gives 

Yyz = Yxz = 0 

and Ez 
c12 

E 
c23 

Ey= -s; c22x 

and then substitution of (55) into C53) yields 

----(54) 

----C55) 

2 
c12 C12C23)

C1 = ) E + - e:<c11- x (Cl2 vx c22 c22 

') 

c c C""23 
C1 cc - 12 23) e: + ) e: ---(56)y = i2 c x (C22 -

c22 y
22 

Yxy = cssYxy 

Defining 2 
c12 
-)= cc11011 c22 

c12c23 
)= CC12012 ---(57)c22 

2 
c23 

)022 = (C22
c22 

and 

066 = css 
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the stress-strain relationships may be expressed as 

(J e:0011 Ql2x x 

(J 0 e:Ql2 Q22y y ----(58)·= 
T 0 0 Q66 Yxyxy 

It may be noted that there are only four independent 

elastic constants necessary to characterize a lamina, the 

constant governing shear in the yz plane being unnecessary. 

Considering successively pure tension in the x and 

y directions and then pure shear in the xy plane, it can be 

easily shown that the elastic constants given above 

may be expressed in terms of engineering constants by the 

following relationships: 

= ----(59) 

----(60)= 

= ----(61) 


and = ----(62) 
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To take account of thermal strains that arise when 

the operating temperature is different from the laminating 

temperature (at which a stress free state is assumed to 

exist), one notes that the total strain may be considered 

as the sum of the mechanical and free thermal strains, i.e. 

e: • : E • 
m + a.T ----(63)

l. l. l. 

where a. is the appropriate thermal expansion
l. 

coefficient and T is the difference between the lamination and 

operating temP.. erature [T=(T -T )]· - oner lam 

• m• • e:. = e:. - a.T ----(64)
l. 1 1 

For an orthotropic material the thermal expansion 

matrix is given as [46), 

l~ 0 0 x 

a. 0 Cl 0 
y ----(65)1 = 

0 0 a z 

Then for a plane stress system it is easily shown 

that the overall stress-strain relationships, taking account 

of thermal effects may be written: 

( e: a T)a 011 Q12 0 
x xx 

----(66)C1 0 { f: - a T)= 012 022 yy v 
0 0t Q66 Y xyxv 
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This is the basic equation for a limina with the 

fibres oriented along the x direction. For laminae with 
' 

fibres not oriented along the x direction, the stiffness and 

tr;ermal expansion matrices given above must be transformed 

to different coordinate axis. Then for fibres oriented at 

any angle e 

becomes: 

0 x 

-
a y 

-
T xy 

~··and (i.
1. 1 1 

i. e. 

= 

to the reference coordinates, xy, equation (66) 

= 


= 


= 


= 


011 012 Q16 

<\2 Q22 025 

016 026 Q66J 


Ce - axT)x 

C'Ey - ayT) 
----(67) 

(y - (ixyT). xy 

are given by the usual transfo~mations [36] 

240 (Q 2Q > si"n 2e cos e Q · 40Qllcos + 2 12+ 66 + 22sin 

CQ11-Q12-2Q66 >sinecos 3e+ CQ 12-Q 22 +2Q66 > sin3ecos0= 

= co11-Q12-2q66 >sin 3ecose+CQ12-Q 22 +2q66 >sinecos 3e 

----(68) 
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- 2 . 2aand ax = :xxcos e +a siny 

- • 2a= a sin +a cos 2 e ----(69)°'y x y 

- = 2sin6cos (a -a. )
cxxy y x 

In order to clarify the development of the 

remainder of the equations relating to laminated composites 

the effect of thermal strains will not be included in the 

following derivations. They can, however, be dealt with 

quite simplv in the same way as the mechanical strains, and 

for completeness their effect is included in the final 

results. 

. . . f h th fT e h constitutive equations or t e p layer or the 

remainder of this section will be denoted by: 

----(70) 


for the xy coordinate system (fibres coincident with x 

direction) and 

----(71) 


for the xy coordinate system (oriented at an angle e to the 

xv system). 

c2. 2. Strain-_pj.splac~ment Rela'!;io,n?hips 

Consider the deformation of a section of a laminate 

in the xz plane as shown below. It is assumed that ;>oint A 
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at the geometrical midplane undergoes a displacement u 
0 

in the x direction and that the normal to the midplane remains 

straight. 

1----- ----1U0 
~--~B 

AX
zT 

c
----.1.c 

a) initial cross-section b) deformedD 
cross-section 

z Dz 

Then the displacement in the x direction of any point 

C on the normal is given by 

----(72)= u 
0 

- zc 

where zc is the z coordinate of C measured from the midplane 

and w is the displacement the z direction. 

Since 

----(73)= 

for small deformations, then 

= 

au 
----(74)i.e. F.: = 0 

x ax 



But the midplane strain, EO lS defined asx' 

dU 
0 ----(75)EO = 

x -ax
and the plate curvature, is defined ask x' 

= ----(76) 

Thus, substituting equations (75) and (76) into (74) 

= c0 
+ zkx x 

Similarly it can be shown that 

£ £0 + zk 
y = y y 

and .. 0 + zkYxy = fxy xy 

0Thus [£] = [ e: ] + z[k] ----(77) 

Hence the strains at any point in a laminate may be 

determined from the midplane strains, which are known functions 

of the midplane displacements, the plate curvatures, which are 

known functions of the deflection {w ), and the z coordinate. 

Then equation (71) may be rewritten 

----(78) 



C2.3. Stress and Moment Resultants 

Since the stress in a laminate varies from layer to 

layer, it is more convenient to use an equivalent system of 

stress and moment resultants on a laminate. Three stress 

and three moment resultants are defined which together form 

a statically equivalent stress system, but which is applied 

to the geometrical midplane. These six quantities are 

defined as: 

fh/2 a 
x dz ----(79) 

N 
y 

-h/2

Ih/2 a 
y 

dz ----(80) 

N xy 

-h/2

Jh/2 
TXY dz ----(81) 

-h/2 

Jh/2 
ax zdz ----(82) 

M 
y 

M xy 

-h/2

Jh/2 
- -h/2 

ih/2 
a y zdz 

T xv zdz 

----(83) 

----(84) 

- -h/2 

where h is the thickness of the laminate. 
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Clearly the stress resultants, N, have the 

dimensions of force per unit length and the moment 

resultants, M, moment per unit length. The positive 

directions of these resultants are shown below. 

I/,+- - _________ 
/ 

x... 


z 
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C2.4. Lami_~~te Co!!s!i:tutiv~_E.quations 

Equations (79-81) can be expressed in the form 

hi? 

[NJ 
{ 

[crJ 
iii 2 

dz ----(85) 

Substituting equation (78) into (85) and separating 

the continuous integral into an integral over n layers 

yields 

(86)[NJ = 

t 1, 

where h and h are the z coordinates of the p " layer. But
p-1 p 

since [0J, [~0 ] and (~] are independent of ~. 

[NJ 

Furthermor1~ [c 0 J and [i(] are not functions of p and thus 

equation (87) may be reduced to the form: 

[N] = [A] [£0] + [B] [k] ----(88) 

where 

n 

A .• = L ( 0 .. ) ----(89)(hp-hp-1)
l. "J lJ p 


p=l 




8 l~' 

and 	

L n 


B •• l2 (Q •• ) (h 2 
 ----(90)= .1 J J.] p 'P 

p=l 


J
Similarly equations (82-84) can be expressed in the form 

h/2 

[M] 	 = [a] zdz ----(91) 

-h/2 

which may be reduced to the form 

[M] = [B] [~0 ] + [DJ [RJ 	 ----(92) 

n 

where D •• 1 L (Q-•• ) (h 3 h 3 ) ----(93)
1] = 3 ·iJ p p p-1 


n=l 


ands.. 	is defined as before. 
1] 

Combining equations (88) and (92), the total plate 

constitutive equa~ion can be written as: 

----(94)[:; ] = 

By simple matrix manipulation it can be shown that 

equation ( 9 l!) can also be expressed in the form 

----(95)[:OJ = [A" R'J [~]c···.. D;': k 

where 	 [A*] :: [ AJ-1 

[ B ;':] -[A]-l(B]= ----(96) 

[ c;': J [B] [A}-l= 

[D] - [B] [A]-l[B] 
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This form of equation is used in plate and shell 

formulation. Complete inversion of equation {91+) yields: 

[E:o]
k 

[A.'
C' 

R'] 
D: 

[ N ] 
M ----(97) 

where 

[A' ] = [A*] - [B*1 [D~:j'"'.l [C*] 

[ B' ] = [f3;';] [ D*J...:1 
----{98) 

[ C' ] [D,\ JJ. [C*]= 
[D' ] [Di: rl= 

Eouations (94), (95) and (97) are the most useful forms of 

the laminate constitutive equations; they can be obtained from 

the elastic properties of each lamina, the stacking sequence 

and som~ simple matrix calculations. 

The effect of temperature variations can be included 

by defining thermal stress and moment resultants in a 

similar way as for the mechanical stress and moments, i. e. 

---(99) 

etc. Then N etc. in equations (94), (95) and (.97) is 
x 

replaced by Nx etc .• where 

---(100) 
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C2.5. Eff~ct__?.i___C.oupling Terms 

Equation (92) indicates that for a general laminated 

plate the bending moments arise from, or are given in terms 

of, the midplane strains and the plate curvatures. That is 

stretching (or compressing) the midplane as well as enforcing 

curvatures results in bending moments. Similarly equation 

(88) shows that normal stresses are given in terms of both 

the strains and curvatures. Hence under a pure tensile 

load, for example, a general laminate will twist as well as stretch. 

One consequence is that tensile testing of laminated specimens 

requires special equipment as normal methods do not allow 

twisting to occur; thus a bending moment would be imposed 

and so the load would no longer be purely tensile. Also 

temperature variations will induce bending of a general 

laminate because of these coupling terms. 
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C3. SOME SPECIAL LAMINATES 

Two classes of laminates are worthy of particular 

attention because of the simplifications that are introduced 

in the constitutive equation when they are used. One of 

these is known as a midplane symmetric laminate and, as its 

name implies, for each layer above the midplane there is an 

identical layer (both in orientation and properties) 

at the same distance below the midplane. Now the terms in 

the [B] matrix are given by equation (90) as: 

n 

B •• = ! "\co .. > Ch 2 
1J 2 L ·1J P P 

p:l 

Clearly Bij is even in hp and thus for a midplane symmetric 

laminate [B] is identically zero. Besides considerably 

simplifying the constitutive equation and thus making composite 

analysis much easier, such laminates are free from the bending-

stretching coupling present in non-symmetric laminates. Thus 

"thermal variations, for example, will not cause warping of 

the laminate. 

Another laminate deserving attention is one in which 

for every lamina at a positive orientation 8 there is another 

with the same properties (including thickness) at a negative 

orientation e. Now Q (and Q26 > has the same absolute value16 
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for a positive orientation e as for a negative orientation, 

but with an opposite sign. Thus from equation (89) it is 

clear that for this type of laminate A16 and A26 are zero. 

This means that such a laminate will be orthotropic with 

respect to the inolane forces and strains. 

Clearly it is also possible to construct a laminate 

in which [BJ is identically zero and A16 =A26 =0. Such a 

laminate is orthotropic with resnect to the inplane problem. 
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C4. LAMINATE STRENGTH ANALYSIS 

The basic assumption involved in a laminate 

strength analysis is that a strength criterion for a lamina 

under a state of plane stress exists and that th~! criterion 

is valid for a:.y orientation of the lamina in the laminate. 

The criterion generally used is based on Hill's (47] 

generalizati(.n of the Mises (distortional energy) isotropic 

yield criterion. Tsai [44] proposed that failure by 

yielding and ultimate strength could be considered synonymous 

for fibre reinforced composites, and that the strength 

criterion for plane stress could then be written 

+ = 1 ----(101) 


where X and Y ·are the tensile or compressive strengths in 

the x and y directions respectively of the lamina and S is 

the shear strength. These three quantities are usually 

determined experimentally. 

To estimate whether a particular laminate can with

stand some given loading system, the stress and moment 

resultants are found from a load analysis of the overall 

structure and then the state of strain in the laminate can be 

obtained using equation (97). Then using equation (78) the 

stress state in each lamina is determined in the structural 
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Ci~) axis system. Since equation (101) applies only to the 

natural (xy) axis system, the stresses must be transforMed 

to this system by the usual stress transformation equations 

before substitution into the strength criterion. The laminate 

will withstand the load if the left hand side of equation 

(101) is less than one for each and every lamina. This 

procedure may be repeated for loadings up to the point where 

one lamina fails, at which point the laminate might fail or 

the other laminae might be able to carry the additional 

load. What load the failed lamina is capable of taking is 

not well understood at this time, however, and for design 

purposes it is usually assumed that the failed lamina is 

incapable of taking any load. The actual failing load is 

generally considered to be the load at which the first 

lamina fails,,but may also be calculated as the maximum load, 

if as each lamina fails it is assumed to contribute nothing 

to the laminate apart from holding the other laminae together. 

As mip.;ht be expected it is also possible to determine 

the maximum values of the stress and moment resultants for 

particular loading configurations by obtaining the lamina 

stresses in terms of these resultants and then substituting 

in the strength criterion and solving for the resultants. 

One complication with this procedure is that the tensile and 

compressive strengths of a lamina may not be equal, particularly 
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in the transverse direction. This means that the values 

of X and Y in equation (101) depend upon the signs of 

ox and a y . This is easily taken into account in a computer 

programme, however. 
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CS. COMPARISON WITH NETTING ANALYSIS 

Netting analysis has been and is still widely used in 

some sectors of industrv to analyse filament wound and prepreg 

structures. The method assumes that the filaments are 

perfectly flexible and the matrix perfectly compliant. Thus 

netting analysis, in a very aporoximate manner, takes into 

account the [A] matrix but ignores the (BJ and [D] matrices. 

As for the strength analysis, netting analysis assumes 

that all the load is taken by the fibres in the fibre 

direction. This would suggest that for a unidirectional 45° 

lamina, for example, the uniaxial strength would be about 0.7 

of the strength in the fibre direction, while for a typical 

fibre reinforced composite, the theory presented above 

suggests a figure of only about 0.1. Furthermore, netting 

analysis predicts the strength in the fibre direction to be 

given by the simple rule of mixtures relationship, which is not 

confirmed experimentally. 

A comparison between the two analyses for the 

strength of a unidirectional composite is shown in Fig. [30] 

with experimental data for glass fibre reinforced plastic 

taken from [44]. The values for X, Y and S used in the 

3 3 3computation were 150 x 10 , 4 x 10 and 6 x 10 lbf/in2 

respectively, and the fibre strength and volume fraction were 
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taken as 400 x 10 3 lbf/in2 and 0.6. Clearly the continuum 

analysis gives a much better approximation to the experimental 

data. 

As a further example, Fig. [31] shows the stiffness 

and strength of a tynical cross-ply glass fibre reinforced 

plastic compo~ite. The experimental data is again taken from 

[44) and it may be note9 that a further limitation of netting 

analysis is that it gives no information as to when 

individual layers will fail. 
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CG. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is now accepted in major American aerospace 

industries that the type of analysis presented in this section 

is more realistic than conventional netting analysis, and its 

adoption by industries still using netting analysis is to be 

encouraged. The approach may also be used to investigate the 

vibration and stability etc. of laminated structures (e.g. 

[48]). 

A computer programme which encompasses all of the 

above results is discussed and listed in section D3. 
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SECTION D: APPENDICES 

Dl. DETERMINATION OF A~ AND A~ 

The constant A~ used in the expression for the upper 

bound of the transverse shear modulus presented by Hashin and 

Rosen is given by the solution of the following system of 

equations. 

2 
Ac l -e: f -e: f A.c.+ A2 + v A + v 4 = l -(102)1 -r 3 v 

(3-4vm) A.& 
2 v f A.e:2vf A~ + = 0 -(103}2 4(3-2vm)vf (l-2vm) 

-e:A.c. + + + B Be: = o -(104)
l 1 - 2 

(3-2\lf) 2= 0 -(105) 

13A e: + A.E 
3 ( 1-2vm') 4 

1 + 
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-o ' The constant A used J.n the corresponding lower4 

bound is given by an analagoue solution with equations 

(102) and (103) replaced by: 

+ 	 + = 0 ---(108) 

= 0 ---(109) 
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D2. PROGRAMME FOR DETERMINING ELASTIC CONSTANTS 

D2.l. Des_g_!'ipt_~~--<?f PrC?g;-_~ 

The computer• programme listed in D2. 4. evaluates 

the engineering elastic constants for a material r2inforced 

with isotropic and anisotropic fibres using the methods 

described in section B. The constants may be evaluated for 

more than one volume fraction for any set of data and several 

sets of data may be processed in one run. Two alphanumeric 

arrays are provided, SYSTEM and UNITS, so that the type of 

comnosite and the units in which the constants are expressed 

may be printed out. Other parameters are adequately defined 

in the listing. 

D2.2. 

A typical data input deck is shown below. 

Parameter Value format 

ISO 0 
NHR 0 (411)
NHT 0 
NWR 0 


EM .500000E+06 

(El2.6,Fl2.0)VM . 3 s 
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Parameter Value Format 

EFL .600000E+08 (El2·6,F12.0)VFLT .20 

UNITS (J) UNITS-LBF/SQ.IN ( 8Al0) 

SYSTEM CJ) HIGH MODULUS CARBON 
FIBRES USING SOME (8Al0) 
ASSUMED PROPERTIES 

VOLF . 5 (Fl2.0) 

VOLF . 7 (Fl2.0) 

VOLF -0.9 (Fl2.0) 

ISO 1 
NHR l (4Il)
NHT 0 
NWR 0 

EM 	 .500000E+06 CE12.6,Fl2.0)VM 	 .35 

EFL .600000E+08 
EFT .120000E+07 
GFT .500000E+06 (4El2.6,Fl2.0)GFLT .400000E+07 
VFLT .20 

UNITS(J) UNITS-LBF/SQ.IN (8Al0) 

SYSTEM(J) 	 HIGH MODULUS CARBON 
FIBRE USING SOME (BAlO) 
ASSUMED PROPERTIES 

VOLF • 5 (F12.0) 

VOLF .7 (Fl2.0) 

VOLF -2.0 (Fl2.0) 

D2.3. Typ i c a_l___o_~tput 

The outnut corresponding to the input deck above 

is shown below. 

http:UNITS-LBF/SQ.IN
http:UNITS-LBF/SQ.IN


p~·~t:1JICTI0;\; ;JF ..~L~~TIC cur,1STANTS F()H HIGH :~0011t.1JS CAF-lflOi\! ~·nn<E USii\JC~ SOr~F ..,·ssu•,·En l)h'O;=-fi-<TH:5 

U•'J!TS LUf:"' /5;.J• II\_ ·-------------------··-------------- - -·----·-------· ------------~·------------------------------·---~----

AiHSOTROF,XC F Ii'H<F;:S 

--------------------- ··--·· ------····-- --·· .-----------------------·------------·----·--·-- -· -·· ------ --·-- .. 

Fid~E PHOPE~TrEs ~RE 

F,: l. = 6 • ') [j 0 • + 0 7 tT= 1.200£+06 GT= s .. noor:+·J5 Gt.T= <+.Ooor.+06 VL T= • 2M! VTL= .()04 VTT= .;;;o, 

MATRIX PROPi~Tif~ A~E ;;') 

t: = :::> • !) 0 0 ..... 0 5 G = l.8'52f.+05 v = .350 

vrJLUMC: F~lt\CTI(j:~ rr fIHRt: =.so 

:v.r:THOi_i EL ET 1., 
_,. 

' GLT VLT 	 . V·H. 'Jr 
-- . . ~· ·------·~---·---·-

HALPIN J:_--:-;-f11~c::-+-:-,-7----·-,-:-tf:;Hft-:.:·os· --·----·-·2 .·8H5F:·+-ii·s-- · - --· ----s~ Ou4F.: +os-----·-·-----.--2~r:; 	 .001 • 3;., 
•,'.i:-tITNf.Y :j.i.J,..:;5F·H)7 9.783E+05 J.;~3f>i:_+t')S 4.953F::+C5 .271 .oo9 • 27' 

VOLUMt FP•\C:"II:"J:\i CF.Fib .... E ;:: •70 

.,.r 
'vt-: THOiJ f L Ef r; r· 	 VI. T VTL~'- r 

:,r,LPii.J A·. 2 i SE• 0 I 9.29th·:+05 3.~'ii'9F+05 ) .Oh3€+06 .?.45 .nos • 3 l. 
,•,r·iI r:·•EY ... ..:.1s•+v"7 l.063':+06 4.269F+n5 H.381E+u5 .244 11006 • ;)4' 

.:.,· 



~i-:i:::orCTIC;;\; OF Fl.~STTC COi·t5TAr~Ts FOR hIGH 10D:11_us C/1.F·<>;ON j.. ttlRF. u~~tt,JG S('t·'E :~ss1r"iF:1 P•1 o~'Ei.:<T IES ,_ 

Uf'.1 1 TS - L• 1F/S 1·!. !!::_______ ---------·--··----·· -----· 

I SOH<OP IC F HhH:S 

FJ~RE PkQPEMTIES ~RE 

E = o.;;r;;J'.:+C7 G = 2.500[+07 v = •?.<i 0 

Pt~TRIX Pf·<()PU1TIE5_ ARf. 

E .:: =l.i)OOF.+1')5 G = l.B52E+OS v ::: .3::;0 

--------·-----------·-·---- 

VOLUME F~i'°1'\CTI<.h CF _F'PL..(E : .50 

.,, 

f··'£ THOi) f. {_ ET GT GLT Vt T VTL \I 1 

..---------i-~ 1Yo E·+o_t>______ -------· 6 ~? oc.J(+·-:1 s r· , . ~·-·· ·---------·. ---- --·· ···--- --·---··· ·- --- -- ·-- --- - ---- - ·····----· --· --·----·---- ·- -·
• fl 1s ...) ') 

Hi.Sri IN 3 ••_, 25 t: + (l 7 5.'+'+HE+OS • r.'6") 
l.233f+O~ 3.476(+~5 • (} l l •., 7 

i-1~\LP I ~·l 3. '..' .-'SF + l'J 7 l .<.J2dF.:+()6 4.790F+~~ S .. 51Af+G~ .?7'~ .01~:~. 1 • ~) J. 
·;iHL TNEY -.. 3.·Ji:?=:·+.07 l .. 9 ;,3 'J i:: + 0 ,, 7.aonf+05 S.'+48r:+05 • ?. (, ":, .011 .?7 

V : l L UM E F r~ 11 C f I : It,; (" F 'F PH~ F:: = • 7 0 

. ~-'.E:THOiJ F.L ET GT (;LT llLT . v Ti_ vT 

------------------· ..... ---------3:?.31t::"•..O€)- -- .. ·- ·y; ?3 ?.-F +~l·;;-· ...... --------............. . -·----- --· ~-···~·- ---- ·-- -- ··--· ....
• 01~ • t.; ;> 

h•\SHTtJ ·•.2l~F.•'H l.UOKF.:+Or.. .2:n 
2.21 'iJ!"+/)6 7. ;iF,5f:'.. ri':> • 01?. "· 

• ~~ l 
~:;LI-' IN .... ~i.5~~!.:·1 3.7?.9F+Oo s.r~o1:.:+fJ5 l.~40~+06 •· 21.. ~; .02;.> :;, .) .:, 
w..rli Tf\;EY ;~ • i; l 5-~ + ~ 7 3.542t:_+O~ l.1.. ;>~;;.-+!'1f, l.OOA~~Oo .237 .02:J .. • ;> •• 

.... ··~~ 

http:3.�Ji:?=:�+.07


lOL 

02.4. Lis~lE.S. 

The Fortran IV computer listing is shown overleaf. 

The programme was processed on a C.D.C. '6400' digital 

com~uter. 
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( 

.... ~klH.~i.:A1v,,1,L Iv LV'ALUATL t:•lll:ii.iit.t.~li"i.J t.LA.:;iTl<.: LOt\l~fAt-if.;> FvR t\' c :viAll:ii:lAL •'\t:f;ffur<CliJ WlTH lSvl1-<vPIC vK H<A1-1.SVt.1<SELY 1.::,ulr-;vf-'l\. 
( Flbl\(S F1<0i•1 A KNU~~LEl.)GC: vF THt. Flljl-<t~ ANLi jViATi<IX ELA~1IC (u1\i.JrA1~·1;;, 

c A1'.D ft1E (Gt'tlt:.i-..T OF Floi-<t:: wY VvLu1•1t:..elH1.;Et. DlFft:KL1'tf t"'i-<t.·UlCTl-.11-. 
c MlrHOU5 Ak~ ~VAILAULL WlTiil~ Tril~ PKUGRAMML. 
(. 

1•1A r 1~ 1x v01.;1-..c., • ~ ~·1vtJ1wLu.:.,c 
( 1•1A r h 1 x ,:,HU\k t•lvl)ULU~J 

(_ MAT~lX PU1~~0~ RAT!U 
( EFL - FI Ui~E LUN'.J l rul.> I '"i\L YiJu111(j ··s 1•li.JDuU..1::
c EFT - FlbKE TkAN~V£k~E v~uhG'S ~UOULUS 
c Gi-' T - FlbKt SriEAk ~uUUL0~ [N PLANE UF ISUTRUPY 
c GfLl - I- I !Ji"t L0i"11G l TUIJ I 1\IAL ~HLAi-< 1•10LhJLV.S 
c VFLl - Fib1.;t. 1•1AJv1..; PvlS.;;...;;-. l"<Allu 
c VF.IL FI dhL 1>, I ;.,.ui.; IJv I s.::,...;1-. r:A T J ,; ,.. VFTT - t-" I Lii'(t l i-<A1-..~VEr(.SE i-1\.. l SSu" HAT l u '

c l.:.L - ((;,,,1-)1.;:JITE. UJi·4ulTvL'liiAL YuiJ:... G•.:;, 1v1v[)JL:J::> 

c ET - lU1 1\i·'u.::iITE T·.;,v-..;;,v;;.,-<..>l Yuu:'lG 1 S .v;uDuLuS 
c GT C.0i•ll-iu:::. If E .:.-idE Af-< ,vJiJ,_,Ulu;.;, I 1, H Ad[ 0F l SvTi....:vPY 
c GLT - Cli1•11-'v.S IT E lvi\G r Ti..il) 1:\J~L ~HE Ai-< ;•1UDvluS 
c VLT - (J.•lt-'u:)ITE :•1AJvk P..,•I::..5:_1,-i 1<ATlv 
c ViL - CUhf-'v~ l TL h l Nut~ h.J l .:;;,~0,\j r\i~ Tl v 
( VI I - Cv1•1~'v~ l l E T,-;A·~~V't.1,;,..E l..li,;l ,;).Jvr• 1-<AT l u 
( VvU· Vu1-d1'1c. f1-<A(ll\.JI'~ vr flu1-:i;... ,;L.5•~ \.\.l111T1-<uL l.11/\hr~'-.TL.r' 
( IF VvLF Gl l> P1<Ull1<i~1·;1•'.t·. l~ i.:.XtCuTL!J USl1'4G 1.d i 11\L ...,,,j'"' 
( I f VU L F L T '"' b U T 1:.J l - l A !\I Ev~ .S ::: T 0 F- [)Id l\ L, I< t...:1. 1) l 1~ 
( IF VuLF LT -1 t'j(U(J1....;AJ11w1t: IS TLi\1•dl111-'\TLL) 
c ISO Cur.. ft.:vl CtiAl.:ACTl;;.r\t =v fvl-< 1.'.;)uTi<Ol-'lC Flo1<L-S 
,,··-__ =l FUk ANl~~TKUPl( FloKt~ 
(. CuiH1"\vL ChA1~:ACTEt'' =O If WHI rl\li:.Y ·~ f'i[li·IUU Tu LJl:. u;:.,.., 
( =1 vTHEt<.'ll~t. 
( ~h~ lu~r~0L ChA~ALr~K' =u Ir rlA5HI~·~ MlTHuJ.lu cc 0~L~ 
c =i vTrH::HwlSt.: 
,. NHT (.(.;;\Ti"\vl CHAl\ACH:.1<, :.-;(;IF t·IALPl1\jl.:) 1•lt.THvD lu dE ..;.::it:;'

c =l UfHOiwis.:: 
(Ui'1'•lli111 E/1tG1-,tV1•1tEFLtEFTtGFTtGFLTtl/ri. ltVF1LtVFTTtV0LFtI~>0 
DIMi:.N~lU~ 0NI1::-(8),$Y~TE~l8ltA(6,6J,Y(6) 

l v•.· i-\l:AO!:;,l) i..;.utl\iHl\•NHT,1~til.; 


1 Foi..::•i/-\ r <411 > 

I~ t /q_j ( '.;. ' £' } L l'I ' v. •1 


2 fORMATlll2.o,Fl2.uJ 

IFll.;;;u.u.,.ll c;o ro llu 

~~A0(~,~I c~LtVFLl 

tFT-=LFL 

GFLT=LFL/li • ...i*ll.u+VFLT>l 

GFT::GFLI 
Gv TU li...i 


llu klAO!~ti) tFltt.fT,~Ff,GFLltVFLf 


3 FOk~Al14El2e6,fl2.ul 

L:~u kEAU I~·•'•> ( v!Jl f.:d J l ,.J-:: l t8 l, ( ~.>Y5fE;~l( l l, [ =l 18) 


l; FORHA TI 8AlU l 

Ci1•i:.: t. r-' I ( ; • ;_,-;:. ( 1 • 1..J +V1•1 l ) 


VFTL=Vrtr·*Ei r11:.FL 

VF l I ::: L F I I ( ? • .., ii (Jf I l - 1 • '·' 

'i•i-\f li:.(6,1.;·) ( .... Y::ifLIVt( I)' {;..itb) '(u;-.r l;.;,(J) ,,J=l,d) 


lv H;k.·1A.l!lll1'.i.uX,3""/11 Pi<t.DlCII1..1•~ uF tLASTIC C.uN~TA1~T.::. fvt< ,tj/.\l,v,////, 
112Xto/dtn//// l 


! F t l ~ (1 • t. (.; • l l (1 U Tv ~· -.. 1.1 


·'i r~ l I i:.. I 6 ' l l I c. Fl. • C1 F I ~ VF L i 

11 r:u1.;,•;AT(l1x,.:_7H !.J:Jri·;ucJIC. r·irih~~,///,11X,2lt-i F-I:.->1'<'.t. l-'1-<vh:KTll:.;, A1·;lt/ 

l I. J ~ ·~ • 1i t~.. ~~ =. r:· ·1 ·," ) x .. tL ~-· 1, :: • ~ I·~.' .... 1.,; .X .1tr1 \/ ~ 4f r-· "-) ~ ~,, / l 

http:FOk~Al14El2e6,fl2.ul
http:IFll.;;;u.u.,.ll
http:fORMATlll2.o,Fl2.uJ
http:MlTHuJ.lu
http:f1-<A(ll\.JI
http:t"'i-<t.�UlCTl-.11
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(J(.j ro .;iuv 

2 tJ J wV k I I L l b ' 1 L l t_ FL 'u.:· I 'GF I 'b ~- '- T t V h .. l t Vf TL , VF T T 
u fi.Jh:1•1Al(ll.l\tl'JH Ai... 1::icrrtui-'.iL Flo1..:t.~t///tl1Xt2lr Fibl-<t:. P1,ul-i:.i"\Tlt:.$ ~1-.t. 

1tl/tloXt4d i.:L::.c,ElU.3,zx,.:+ri t:.r=,f.1U.Jt.2X•4h GT=tt::lU.Jt2X5d (J1..l•"t[JU 

le:H2Xt?H 1.'Ll=-tF:>e3t2Xt511 VTL=tF5e3tiXt?H VTT=tF5eJ,/) 
3 u J ·~m 1 T E ( 6 ' 1 3 ) E r·1, ' Ci·; ' vM 
13 Fvi..:, 1ild(.1.lX,..:d·1 ;•ii\ll~IX P1<.vi"'t.l·dl~,.) f\l"<i:t//tltiX,411 L "'H~.l.1.••-"•L'./lt<+rl i..;: = 

1 • t. 1 •! • .) ' ..:: Ii. ' '•: I v ;:; , I :) • ;} • I / I ) 
~uu ~EAUC~t~) V0LF 
~ FUK~AT<Fl~·u> 

lF<VOLF.LT.y.~) ~0 TU ~uu 
wkll~lbtl4) VOLF 

14 F0--!1'•1id (11·1-d.,)1.,2711 Vi...'Lt;iv1E n.:t...CTlvi~ UF FIUl-<l s:,f4e2t//l 
vn·H r u 6 ,i :; > 

15 F0i-<1·it-\d llXHIH i•il::TH(.;D t7XtC:H1:.Ltl4Xti:ht.f d4Xt2HGTd!:IXt.:}Hi.:iLl dt::>l.tJttvL 
1r.~x.~HVlLt~XtJHVllt/l 


lf-li-ttih'.et:\.Je•.d C.t.\LL ttA.:JHl1~ 


iF(1-.HleL\.weU) CALL HAI.Pl'~ 


lFC~WH.Lu.01 CALL ~Hlf~~ 


GO TO t+uG 
':ll.il' IF(\10LF.Ll·-1•0l ~.IOP 

GG TO l \.J~; 
Ef\0 

http:lFC~WH.Lu.01
http:Fvi..:,1ild(.1.lX
http:1::icrrtui-'.iL
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d0uND O•~ 
dl)J1~:J 01'1 
bv01,.u i)I~ 

lW..ii'i~· Ol'l 

t.JVUl'<L> Uh 
l:l\),Jl-.U ()~'.. 

,~. I I, ~ {~ \ •.. f ( , , •, ~ 



C 
( 

·( 
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/,. ( '.) ' i ·1 "" l • G 
Alj,~1=3.~/13.0-~.~*V~> 

f\(:,,:31=-3···' 
l\ <:; ,t1) =T!:>h; 
A<'>t~l=-ETA 
Al~,6l=-3.u*~TAl<3.0-2.~•VFLfl 

Al6til=-i~0/(3.~-t.J*VM) 

AU;,JJ=~•"' 

1\ ( 6 ' 4 ) ;.;. - l E: I'·. I-' 
/\ ( o,:>) =\Jel• 

A(6,bl=cTA/(j.v-~.u•VFLI I 
Y(l)=lev 
Y<21'=u • .J 

Y(})=veu 
Y(4J=~i.u 

Y(,)=,1.1; 

Y(61=v•V 

CALL SULVL(A,Y,IDt6t61 

SULVE I~ A LldkA~Y SGdR0UIINE TU SULVE A ~LT vF ~I~~LTA~lUu~ 

El.IUA rI 0r~s A-ii .x;::; y'. y Is Ir~ lT I ALL y 1-<H;;, A.ND F 1.~ALL y ~VLIJ TI Ul'i \I t.i... Tvi"< 

GfU=GM*(l.~-i.J*(l.v-VMJ/{l.u-2.0•Vkl*VULF*Y(4)) 

€f0=4.0*GTU*P~/(~~+P~l*~I~) 
VfLv•VLl*E:.lv/t.L 
VT1L=LTu/(l.u*GlUl-l•U 
i.:tOl.flNt. A ~\/'lU Y fJH LUvn:i•: bvv;'9L) .::.v&.-.!Tlur.i 
A<ltll=J.li 
A { i , 2 ) ::: ( 3 • ..; I < :, • v - ~· • .., 'kV ;-t. ) > ; ·v 0 L F 
Allt3l=-3.ukV0LF*VOLf 
AC lt4l=VULf~TEMµ 
A(i,,:,)::::,ie\...• 

A4l.;6}=u.v 
A<itli=u.~ 
AC2til=<-l.~/(3.~-L.v*VM) )/V0Lf 
A(2tJ)=2.v*VvLF*VOLF 
A(~t4)=-VClf*TEMP 
l\(2t!:J)::;u.L 
Alit6)=veJ 
AL:hil=l•'"' 
A.<3•2)=1•'' 
ALhJ}=1•v 
Al:5•4l=le·J 
A(:;t5l=-l•u 
i\ ( 3 '6 ) c:-1 • lJ 

A(4tll=vei...• 
A\4t2):;;-(Uf~~,T 

f.(4t3)=-.2.u 
I\ 1 4 , .:. i "' r 1: h~· 
A(4t':>):.:U•" 
f\ ( Lr, 6 I =F(ON .J I 
AcS,ll=l•U 
AC~tll=:5eiJ/{j.u-2eO*VM) 
i\(5,3):::-3.U 
A ( ':; t 4 } = I l: ;.a.1 
ld?t'.>l=-lTA 
A ( ? , b ) :.: - :; • v i:- t:. I A I ( j • ci - i!. • v *VFL r ) 
A(6,l)=u.u 
l\(6t2l=-I.u/13.u-?.0*VMl 
/\(6t"3l=2e 1.J 

I• < 6 t '+ l =- TE. 1•1 P 
111,.:.,.r·,)=t·.i' 

http:A<ltll=J.li
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A(6t6)=ETA/13.~-~•v*VFLT> 
Y(il=l.O 

Y(i)•v.u 

Yl3l=~.~ 

Y(4l=O.v 

Yt5l=G.u 

YC6l=v.v 

CALL ~ULV~(h,YtlDt6t6l 


GTL=GM/ll.u+~ev*ll.0-V~l/ll.~-2.0*VMl*V~LF*Y(4)l 


[TL~4.uGGJL•~~/(P~+~Sl*~rLl 


VILL~VLT~~IL/El 


VTTu=ETL/(~.u•GTL>-l•U 


WRiff(6tlul ETUtGTG,VlL0tVTT0tEL•GLTtVLftETLtGTLtVTLLtVT1L 
JU F0k~Af(38X•E1U.Jt6XtElJe3•36XtF~.3t7XtF~.3~/tl2Xt6HHA~lil~t4XtElO~J 

lt39X,~10.J,1Xtf5.jt/t38X,~lu.j,6x,El0•3t36X,F5.3,7X,F~.~l 

HETUH~ 
lND 



C 
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SUbkOUTINE HALPI~ 


Sl.JBi~vuT IN!:. iv DETE.i<i~llf-.E lL/\Sf lC. CuN~TANT5 U5lr~G tiALi-'11-...-T::>Al 

C. EGUATlONS 

COIAl·ivi-4 E1•i 'G1•i' \11•;' EFL' tF T '(,jf T 'GF l. T 'VFL T 'vFT~' VF r r 'VOL F' l .;;,Q 
EL=El1;-iq 1.,,-vuu: )+tFL*VvLF 
V L I =V1•1 * l l • v- Vu L F ) +VF L 1 *V;.; L F 
ETA=(cfl/lM-1.~l/(Efl/EM+~.~> 

El=EM*ll.u+~.~*LTA*Vv~f)/{l•v-tTA*VULf) 
lETA=l.u+4~.v•VOLF~*lJ 
t. TA= l G F LT I G1•i - :&. • v l l ( GFL f I<:~,.,+LE I A > 


GLf~GM*<l.v+LLTA*ElA*VUL~l/ll•~-llA*VULfl 


LETA=l.~/lj.u-4.v*VM) 

tlA=tGFT/~M-1.u)/lGFl/~M+illAl 

~l~GM*ll.v+/tlA*tlA*VUL~J/(l.v-LiA*VULf) 


Vll-"t.f/U•~•*GI )-1.u 

VTL""VLl*t. l /U. 

WRifEl6tl~>l:..LtET,~J,GLTtV~TtVTLt~TT 

lU FOH~AT(llXtHH HALPIN t3Xt~lU.jt6XtElOe3tbX•ElJe3t7XtElu.3,/XtF~.~' 
17XtF~.3t7Xt~~.3) 

RE. TUi"'!N 

£NU 
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SUIHWUl INE ~HI TNE 

c. 	 5l.J(31\0lii Ir~E i•J l)ETEk••lll'.E l1-A.ST H. cu;~~TANlS vSI1\iG 1>'iETHUu Of 
C 	 wH I TNl.Y J\i~D i-. l LEY 

Cv•··i•iO·" b'1t\31•1,VNtEFLt~FTtGFl tGt-L1 tllFl T,vt=lLtVFI ltVvL.•·, I~v 
~LF=1.~-vFr1-2.v•EFT/fFL*VFLJ*VF1-l 
t-IL1•1;:; l. 0-Vi•i-i • v*V1-.i*\/i•'. 

t>t.1-..01•1=t..•1* (le v-VvLF) *PLF+ ( r'L1•1*V•;Lf+ ( l • v+\11•1) l *i:.f T 

Vl i =\l1•1-L: • v~ I Vt•i··Vf 1.. r) * ( l • ..,-\/1Ji*'J1•1) *c.f ·1 *Vu1-r /L.JE.r-!lNi 


~L=EM+tEFL-EMl•VULF 

vTr=VFTi•VOLF+VM*(lav-VULF> 
GLl=(iGFLT+~~l+CGFLT-GMl*VOLF)*GM/l(GfLT+~Ml-IGFLT-Gkl*V~~Fl 


PKF~tFf/(2.~*PLF> 


PKl'i= E.i•i I ( 2 •\.HI Plivl) 

rJK =' (t'I( F+(.J.-1) it .. , ~i·i+ ( ...~ F-P.•.1•1) *ur', it ;/0 L..f j I 't-ir-. F+ui·1- ( t-'"-F-rir'-1·1) *Vi,,;_ F) 

~T~t~.u*P~*(lev-VIT)•~t..l/(~L+4•U*P~*VLT*VLf) 


Vlt..=VLT*E:T/lL 
Gl=lT/t2.~•t1.~+Vll1 > 


WW[TEC6tlu)EL,EftGltGLTtVLTtVl~tVT1 


1'-· fOi<l1•1Al(llXtoH itHilf\fE"f"t3XttllJej•6X•t.lve3tti.:\,E!veJt7Xtt:lU.jt"/>"tF:ie->t 
17XtF5.3t7Xtf~e3) 


RE flJi~N 
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D3. PROGRAMME FOR ANALYSING COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 

D3.l. Description o~_J'r~gFamme 

The programme listed in D3.6. is based on the one 

that apoears in (45]. The only modifications are to the 

in~ut and output and these are described below. The logic 

of the programme is not described as full documentation 

is available in (45] if it is required. For normal usage, 

knowledge of the input and output formats and the theory in 

section C should be adequate. 

Essentially the programme calculates the in-plane and 

coupling stiffness and compliance matrices and then performs 

a strength analvsis for any one stress or moment resultant 

not eoual to zero. The output shows the maximum stress or 

moment resultant that each surface of each layer is capable 

of withstanding for any input temperature difference. 

D3.2. Modification to or;ginal Programme 

The input to Tsai's original programme required the 

elastic properties of each layer referred to the structural 

axes, to~ether with the orientation of each layer. Since a 

laminate is normally made from layers of similar material, it 

is possible to calculate all the elastic properties of the 

layers from just the four engineering constants of a 
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unidirectional lamina and the orientations, and the programme 

has thus been modified accordingly. This makes the input 

far simpler~ there bein~ less data to read in; furthermore 

one is more used to working with the engineering constants, 

and they are more easily available. 

The facility of reading in the elastic constants for 

each layer is retained, however, for laminates constructed 

from laminae of different materials. This is achieved via 

the control character NENG which is defined below. 

Because it is possible for a lamina to have different 

tensile and compressive strengths, it is not possible to compute 

the failing stresses directly. For each lamina, one set of 

values of ox and a y is computed for each quadrant in the xy 

stress plane using the appropriate strength values for each 

quadrant. Then, in the original programme, the stress or 

moment resultant corresponding to this set of values is 

printed out together with the quadrant number assigned. From 

the signs of ox and cry it is determined to which quadrant 

these results belong, and this number is then also printed 

out. The user must then check all the results to find a valid 

solution, i.e. one where the solution is in the same quadrant 

as ori~inallv assi~ned. 

The second modification to the programme was to enable 

this last step to be nerformed within the programme, and so 

simolify its use. All that the user is now required to do is 
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check which layer will fail first and on what face.· This 

has not been incorporated into the programme as it generally 

is desirable to know which layer will fail first and just 

how strong the other layers are. 

D3.3. 

N 

THTA 

LPP 

JJ 

RMM 

NENG 

THETA(K) 

EL 

ET 

GLT 

VLT 

Inpu~ Param~~~F Definitio~.!!._ 

total number of layers 

defined only for angle ply composites is the 
fibre orientation in degrees 

defines the particular case under consideration 
LPP = 1 implies a cylinder or pressure vessel 
LPP = 2 implies a plate 

defines the heading to be printed 
JJ = 1 implies cross ply (i.e. orthogonal plies) 
JJ = 2 implies angle ply 
JJ = 3 implies general laminate 

cross ply ratio (total thickness of all layers 
oriented in one direction to total thickness of 
layers oriented in orthogonal direction) 

defines type of input data to be used 
NENG = 0 implies elastic constants of each layer 
are to be read in 
NENG = 1 implies engineering elastic constants 
for one unidirectional ply are to be read in 

fibre orientation of the kth layer in radians 

longitudinal Young's modulus of unidirectional 
lamina 

transverse Young's modulus of unidirectional 
lamina 

longitudinal shear modulus of unidirectional 
lamina 

major Poisson's ratio of unidirectional lamina 
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C(I,J,K) 

UNIALP(l) 

UNIALP(2) 

ALPHACI,K) 

HOO 

KQR 

LL 

NM 

T(J) 

XA(K) 

YA(K) 

XP(K) 

YPCK) 

S(K) 

TITLE 

elastic constant Qij for kth layer 

longitudinal thermal expansion coefficient of a 
unidirectional lamina 

transverse thermal expansion coefficient of a 
unidirectional lamina 

thermal expansion coefficient a. for kth layer
1 

thickness of kth layer 

control character 
KQR = 1 implies only stiffness analysis 
KQR = O implies strength analysis to be performed 
also and that following data should also be read in 

defines the loadinp conditions 

For a plate: 

LL = 1 implies N ;t' 0 
LL = 2 imnlies Nx ~ 0 
LL = 3 implies Ny i1' 0 
LL = 4 implies Mxy ~ 0 
LL = 5 implies Mx i1' 0 
LL = 6 imµlies My 

xy ;f 0 

For a cylinder or pressure vessel: 

LL = 1 implies N ,, 0 

LL = 2 implies Nx 7 0 
LL = 3 implies 2Ny

x = N y 

number of input valUC:!S of temperature 

jth input temperature difference = operating 
temperature - lamination temperature 

axial tensile strength of kth layer 

transverse tensile strength of kth layer 

axial comoressive strength of kth layer 

transverse compressive strength of kth layer 

shear strength of kth layer 

alphanumeric description of case under consideration 
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D3.~. Typical Input 

A data input deck for a two layer 15° angle ply 

composite is shown below for the case Nx;l'O. 

Parameter Value Format---- ---·-·· 
N 2 
THTA 15.0 
LPP 2 CI2,FS.0,2Il,Fl2.0,Il) 
JJ 2 
RMM 1. 0 
NENG 1 

THETA(l) .261800E+OO (6E12.6) 
THETA(2) -.261800E+OO 

EL .302500E+08 
ET .783800E+06 (6El2.6) 
GLT .500400E+06 
VLT .275000E+OO 

U:HALP(l) -.730000E-06 (6El2.6) 
UNIALP(2) .290000E-04 

H(l) • 5 (6F12.0) 
H(2) • 5 

KOR 0 
LL 1 (2Il,I2) 
NM 3 

T(l) -200.0 
T(2) o.o (6Fl2.6) 
T(3) 200.0 

XA(l) .130000E+06 (6El2.6) 
XA{2) .130000E+'06 

YA(l) .120000E+05 (6El2.6) 
YA(2) .120000E+05 

XP(l) .130000E+06 {6El2.6) 
XP(2) .130000E+06 

YP(l) .200000E+OS (6El2.6) 
YP(?.) .200000E+05 
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Parameter Value Format 

S(l) .lOOOOOE+OS (6E12.6) 

S(2) .lOOOOOE+OS 


TITLE Nl not equal to 0.0 (12A6) 


D3.5. !VP_ic_~l:_. Output 

The output corresponding to the input deck above is 

shown below. 



•H•GL.E-PLV THF=_Tt•: 1::5.t)(\ OE~~EES .l\l.L tAYC~S J;\:ThCT . 
2 LAYERS !N = 7) 

P!<OPEMT IEs 0::- f1 u:-.n r:;r RECT t Q\;J\L Lli Yt4 

,- ·1· : L = .3 .. ~ .. ;.: :~ ~-· ... i 7 : .... ,:: /S·.J. J. i\l r;.. ' - 7.~J?O~·~~ L~~/SQ.IM GLT= ~.oot~or.:+oc; L8F/SG.TN VLT= .28 

-.~1_,n... ,~ CL) =-7 .3DCof.-07 Pf_t) DC:G.~ ALPMA(T)= 2.gooo~-05 p~p OEA.F 

LA~T~ATE PROPERTIES 

-~cKt~r:ss ::-:or;:~'cl;\?.n;~s OF' 
t. 1\ YEP~ L f:l. Y t::~ ~~;;:;J- l\CF. S C() E F-; • n i: ST IF F \;ES 5 ~-1 A T P I X tcFFS. o~· f~EPMAL fXPA~SI~~ 

\1r;rH:S) C.I!,!Cf;r_~"5) ClO+~ LH./!N.SQ.l ClO-~ IN.IIN./OEG.F.l 

·i ( K. } / { "~ ; 1 ( K + J) C<l'1l C(l, :.:i > Cf2.,2) c ( 6' 1) C (6,---2)~-~C (6 •6-f ---AT.-iJflA ( 1 l J\[PHA (?. l i'\LPYA ( r,: 

• t3 i) Gt} i.:. :· .-, •) ,., • °r) J :) :) 2 !i • 5 1+(13- ~
. .... . 2.or.13 .97IR -6.7~32 -.5876 2.29l7 l.?f'-15 27.0r'll15 14.H(,'=.r 

• !~(~~)~; _! .,. ''\ .• :,) • } • l:) ,,, 0 0 2 6 • 5 lf. !) 3 2.(107?. .471H h.7q32 • ~,;:i, rn 2.?(.H 7 l.?6!5 ?7.on~s -14.~~~: 

----------------·---------------------------------------------

http:L8F/SG.TN
http:L~~/SQ.IM


(1 11+6 

,, 
i...'·./7 .• ~ Clli-r, 

/1 .;:. 

Fi./!.'1.? 
r-. P~ I!11 E 

fl 0-6 ( N • /!)'~ •) 
~OE~. OF rH~R~'L ro~c 

!Ld./T~./D~~. 

r-.3 
•.3 

~. ~; 

2. ~; "·1 '"l 
• ~r7 :_ ;··. 

(} • L ., , 

'J.PO~JC 

~; • (J (1 ~ ~ ~ 

r..f':'.:,ll 

.'.i'~47 
-.!_:922 
!-, • :1v0 D 

-.oq;::;i 
.L.2l(J(-, 
G.UU•.ir;

o. ~ (l(ln 

O • n r1 (' () 

:: ·+ 3f:,4 

.tlc?O 
-.0751 
IJ. 0000 

-.01s1 
l.~2~M 
o.n000 

0.0000 
0.0000 
1.0111 

Nl-T 
~·2-T 

NJ-f 

-1J.?ns1 
?0.0305 

o.0nnn 

··\ 

Cl0+.1, L''•) 

8~S. 

c1n+ (~ rf\t • > 
8 PMJ~~ 

ClD-6 l/L~.> 

~n~F. OF THER~AL ~Q~~ 

(L8./DEG.F. 

I I • 1• (: :~! . ~) .l. ')'} .1,3 -ii.~)00'1 -O.OOC0· -.u'"23 0 • On00 o.onoo - .. 76f'6 r.11-T 0.0000 
fl tl o.r~}i}f' • 11~ ., f! -o .. oono -0.()()()1", -.n22f--. 0.0"00 (l. !'00() -.;:i7:;R. 1·~2-T o.. on on 
,. :i 
f'':- ~tl~?·~ J.nr.oo - .. 71q l -.or.... i.:.J - n • 1·: (j () P --.1!!:06 -.21S~· o.0oor. w13-T -~.41H;.f) 

f-'* 

(l(l+(I Tf\1.) 


~'.!.HJ Oo 1j.(J~~0 • 7411 
0.0000 0.00('0 .Oh41 

• 01';2) • ~,~;'2f"' o.nnofJ 

( l •1 +6 
!) 

t. .•• , ' . • l {lP+{, 

n-:r 
I_~~. :r ;..1. ) 

n PR !'-1F 
c1o-i; l/!J-<. T!\i. > 

J ., 

lj 
, n 

'J 

.. ; ,,.,. '( ~:' 

• .':;: l : 
!) ;• (c , .......· •. 

1:.r;r,il) 
r· • ~,; r'\ .. ; n 

• ls .t n 

.9SJ? 
• ~1:.: ~ -'i· 

Q.. 1)001"1 

·'~5?'' 
• J l ~ (.... 

0 • ~-~ ,~ r. (\ 

,, • 0 f) 0 0 
'1.f)()(}(l 

• flp l 9 

1. 11"143 
- • 9n 11b 

d.nn00 

-.qnn~ 

l 4. 7 J r) ;) 

O.r:ODO 

n.nn0r. 
O • 'J n !) O 

1?.?12fl 



? 
·;.) 

STR~SS 
crJ .. :.:r .. ,;f·_ 1·1 r 

~·~ (}f: ~ • OF \;} 
( , /I:..,• ) 

COEF. <~F ·~?.. 

Ci/It-1.) 
C'J•t"f" • nF rd~ 

( l / :r '.•:. ) 
COEF. OF ~Al 

Cl/J·~.~P.) 

CCF:F. or- M? 
! l I 1 r~1 • ~ '1 • J 

cnc:F. CF Mf, 

(l/TN.SO.) 
Cr!c.-F • OF' TF~.IP 

( l. q " I I f\! • s CJ • IF 

_ .. ' f'. vr-:~:- 1 -

~; ~i 0 SJ(.:.t-~.t.~ 
.. 
.I. 

~: 

\') 

-.i.'.')17 
-,.Jl1k 

• 29f'l:-i 

-.4~£>.3 
• 9S'-J~ 

.1053 

Jti.36q8 
.:~'iT3 

-2 • 1,•)la.4 

-8.S834 
-.~236 
l,.7430 

-.9367 
-o.nn11 

.n32U 

-4n.9:0::56 
-3. 3;-.' l 4 

"J. f•21 

- 1+2. 1{!36 
-:3. f,ld4 

9.4"-93 

(\ 0 () S!C,~l/\ l 

? 
h 

? .. ?~11.7 
.. 111,~~ 

.... ~ ~~ 1 r.~ 

.46f33 
l.fll.f(J5 
- .. 2107 

-1'1.r:930 
- • ·1~~31. 

-2.f::>'13/~ 

S.1~6~ 

.. '.i.4 71 
-1.743(' 

l.?7,13 

~11'~i 

-.63?0 

-40. q;;:Sb' .. 

-"3.~?.14 

.1621 

4?.. 1,,36 
3.6431.J 

-lB.t.>31-3'.I 

- l /\Y[p 2 

.. . ~ . ,. ~· .. 

0 (: 0 

cc, r. {1 

5 I <.~~-1: 1>

SI (~!"it. 

J. 
;:. 
~, 

, 
? 
(, 

l?.2'·117 
.111.~~ 

• ~:i :· ~ J n 

-.?917 
--111'"~ 
- • 2'->r, :-; 

• 1+683 
i.01~os 

• c'. 1 (:1 

... • 4 ,., .~) :; 
Q,··t,c::

• ~ =-=' .• _, 

-_.loSJ 

10.3A.9;1 
.h'H3 

-2. f;..,4/f 

- • ?7hP-. 
-.1.V•O 
- • ') ~: 11 

-5.lfi68 
-.IJ.IJ.7} 

- t-:f4""31) 

P,,. t;834 

.. ~?3~ 
l. 7td(' 

-1.8733 
-.l"i?.1 
... ~3r:o 

.q_?,(,7 

b. f: R. J.J. 
,~<3?0 

-21.?931 
-'?.. Oh27 
~.lt.6M 

-2le?.Y3J. 
-2.062"7 

5elh6B 

42.1!136 
3.6434 

lfl.43Hb 

-42.11136 
-3.6434 
-9. 11-r..,9~3 



A~i~L TfNSJ~E ~T~~~Gr~ AXTAL CO~P~ESSIVE STc~~1nTH TPA~SVEM5~ TE~~lLE STR~NGTH TDANSVERSE COMPR~~srv~
!FSr> . ... ,, . , . cP~I)CPSJ) CPSI) 

i 0 r; t • 3 0 '.! t; 0 :-. t. ·H' '.::> l • 3 {Ii)!) 0 L\ i-"' 0 5 1 • ;.., {l 0 C) (} 0 E+fl 4 ? • 0 0 I) 0 {i fir-:+ 0 4 
.; ~' r: l .. 3 !) Gr~ CH' t. + • :.:. l • 3 0 0 CG:;;:-+ 0 C3 l • ? O 0 () (' 0 f. + 0 4 2. 0 0 0 0 0 Oe.: + 0 '• 

~~EAq STRENGTH 
<PST> 

l~.) 0n1,) oot.: ... ,)4. 

1 .. 0i)OQOOE+04 



Cl\SJ: Nl NOT fQU~L TO Q.0 

Lt.Y[q l -

Tf.:'.Pt_µ,f\TURE 5TPE:SS OR ~~~MENT PEP INC~ OF THICKNF.SS 
(! : ;._ r~ • ~ ) . <LHF/IN (IR LYF) 

l= -.~,CJ 

-:r-:oo.o 4.~55~3~E+~4 -4. ~411-f!t;lE + 04 
., • 0 4.760401E•~4 -4 • 771 1.i.45F + r>I~ 

?.(l;J.0 4.R3QA3~E+ry4 .,;4. h ·71!•A4F: +f}4 
7. = V•'I 0 

-?no.o 5.JSn71R~•~4 -4.7B57Rlf+04 
~.o 5·156797(+~4 -5.l24507E•04 

~JO.O 4.84?993E+"4 -5.l367µ4F•04 

-- t_.i\Yfµ ?. •

TE~~~~~lU~E STRESS OR ~~~ENT PfR !NCH CF THICK~~~S 

C0~!i.F) <L~F/IN OR L~FJ 

I.= ~.: • . :n 
-? '.! :) • 0 S.350718~•~4 •4.7~5?Pl;:+!l4 

~). 0 s.1~~197(•~4 -5. ).2i•5Q7~+(lA 
? r~ 1"' • C 6eR4~?UJ~·~· -5.33~1P.4~•04 

(.: • ::-: t:l 
.. ,.? 0 i). f) 4. (,5'56J:f.. "'+ -4. ;;44r,5~r:- • n ti 

i_!. !J t._ 1 r, n~ol E.-•?.-4 -'··-t·. 6 
i7141i':f.•~)4 

7:1'+ ~4f' •!.'(•;..-:\ n. c '• • ~3H~ 35 C: • ·~ .<:. 



120. 

Dl.S. !4~!:J.ng 

The Fortran IV computer listing is shown overleaf. 

The pro~ramme war. processed on a CDC '6400' digital computer. 

http:4~!:J.ng


121. 


PkOGkAM TST <I~PUTtOUTPUT,TAPE~=INPuT,TAP~6=UUTPUT> 

CUMMU~ THE1Al5U)tN,JM{3t31tLPP,LLtPCNU(3t~0,2ltkb(j,5U,2)tP(NT(3t~ 


lUt2>tPCNTRC3,5Ut2ltPCMOC3t50t2l,PCMT<3t50t2)tPCMTkl3t50t2ltKl(3t50 
lt2ltPCTl3tSut2ltRSl3t2),RUC3t2l,XAC50ltSl50)tXP(50ltYAC50)tYPC50>t 
l CVS< 4 l , CVP ( 4 l , CT 5 ( 4 l t NM, !.:>iJL (4, 50, 2 I 'T < 5 0 l , SI GMX <2 l 'S 1GMY ( 2 ) t·ll:.JUAU ( 
l4t5u,zJ,PkBC3t5UltCNOl3t50ltCNTR(3,50l,CNT<3,50ltPkC<3t50ltCT(3t~O 
l> tTITLEllul ,JKtZ155l 

DIMENSION ALPHA(3t50) tHl50) tAC3t3l tbl3t3l tD<3t3) tCl3t3t50) tHSC50)' 
lHCl5U)~ANC3t6ltXC3t3ltASTARC3t3ltbSTAHC3t3ltH~TARC3t3)tU~TAn(3,31'
lDPkIC3t3ltbPkI(3t31tAPRIC3t3lt~UM(3t5U)tTSUM(3)tTADD<3)t~~f(~JtHMT 
ll3ltSASHl31tDSUMC3t55),(SU~(3,50t2ltTC(3t3),U~IALP(2) 

C N 	= NO.OF LAYERS 
C MAXIMUM VALUE OF N IS N = 50 
C THTA IS ANGLE IN DEGREES FOk HEADINGtNEEDED ONLY FOR ANGLE PLY 
C LPP = l IMPLIES PRESSURE VESSEL OR CYLINDER 
C LPP = 2 !~PLIES PLATE 
C JJ=llMPLIES CROS~-PLY 
C JJ=2 IMPLIES ANGLE-PLY 
C JJ=3 IMPLIES GENERAL LAMlNATl 
C RMM=CHOSS-PLY KATIO 
C NENG=l IMPLJE~ E:.NGINEERlNb tUNSTANT5 OF UNt UNIDIRELTIONAL PLY 
C ARE INPUT DATA 
C NENG=U IMPLIES ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF EACH LAYER AkE INPUT DATA 

lU 	 READ<5t1Ull NtTHTAtLPPtJJ,RMMtNENG 
101 	 FORMATCI2tF5.Ut2IltF12.Utlll 


l~EAD (5'1v3l CTrlETA(KltK=ltN) 

IF<NENG.EU.0) bO TO 8 

READ(,,1U3l EL,ETtGLTtVLT 

READ(5tl03) !UNIALP(J)tJ=lt2l 

VTL=VLT*ET/EL 

TEMP=l.iJ-VLT*VTL 

TCCltl>=EL/TEMP 

TC<lt2l=VLT*ET/TEMP 

TC!lt3l=0.0 

TCC2tl)=TCClt2l 

TC<2t2)=ET/TE:.MP 

TC(2,3)=0el.J 

TC(3,U=o.c 

TC(3,21=o.o 

TC<3,3)=GLT 

DO 6 K=lt~ 


RM=COS<-THtTA<Kl l 

RN=SINl-THETA(K) > 


RPMN = RM * RN 

l-<M2=Rl"i*RM 

RN2=RN*RN 

RM4=RM**4 

RN4=RN**4 

RPMN2 =RPMN*kPr'1fll 

kM3N=kM**3*RN 

RN3M=RN**3*kM 

C<l•ltKJ=2.~*RPMN2*CTCClt2l+2.U*TC<3t3)l+RM4*TCCltll+kN4*TCC2t2) 
C(lt2tK)=HPMN2*(TC(ltl)+T~l2t~l-4eO*TCC3t3) )+lHM4+RN4>*TCllt2) 
Cllt3tKl=kM3N*<-TC(ltll+Tt(lt2l+2eO*TC<3t3l)+kN3M*(-TC<lt2l-2eO*TL 

l<3t3H·TCC2t2ll 

((LtltKl=CClt2tK) 

CC2t2tKl=R~4*TClltll+2.0*KPMN~*TC(lt2l+KM4*TC(2t2)+4eU*kP~N*kPMN*T 

1C(3t3l . 
CC2t3tKl=kN3M*(-TCCltll+TtClt2l+2.0*TCC3t3l )+HM3N*<-TC<lt2>-2.0*T( 

1<3t3)+TC<2t2l l 

http:TC<2t2)=ET/TE:.MP


122. 


C<3•3tKl=RPMN2*(TC(ltll+Tt(2t2l-2.0*TC(lt2) l+<HM*kM-R~*RN>**2*TC(3 
1 ' 3 ) 
ALPHA(ltKl=kM2*UNIALP(l)+kN2*U~IALP(2) 
ALPHAl2tKl=kN2*UNIALP(lJ+RM2*UNIALP(2) 

6 ALPHA(3tKl=2.u•RPMN•<UNIALP(2)-UNIALP<ll) 
GO TO 9 

8 READ <5tlU3l ((ALPHA(l,Kltl=lt3)tK=ltN) 
READ (5,103l (((l,lt~ltC(l•2•KltC<2t2tKltCC3tltKltC(3t2t~),((3t3t~ 

lltK=ltNl 
103 	 FORMAT <6El2e6l 

DO 7 K=ltN 
CC2tltKl = C<lt2tKl 
CClt3tKl = Cl3tltKl 
C<2t3tK) = Cl3t2tK) 

7 CONTINUE 

9 READ (5,lu2l (H(KltK=ltN) 

102 FORMAT (6fl2.u) 


TOTAL = o.u 
DO 	 Zv K = ltN 

20 	 TOTAL = TOTAL + H(K) 
ZCll = - TOTAL I 2.0 
MM = N + 1 

DO 3U K = 2tMM 

KM = K - 1 


30 	 Z<Kl = ZCKMl + H<KM) 

lF(JJ.E0.2J GO TO 40 

IF<JJ.EQ.3l GO TO 60 

WRITE<6tlv4} RMMtN•N 


104 FORMAT (1Hlt37Xt9HCROSS-PLYt4X,3HM =tF5.3tl7HALL LAYEkS INTACT/5UX 
ltl2tlXtl2HLAYERS CN = tl2tlH)l 

GO 'TO 70 
40 WRITE <6tlU5l THTAtNtN 

105 FORMAT <1Hlt33Xt9HANGLE-PLYt4Xt8HTHcTA = ,F5.2,1x,7HDEGREESt4X,l7H 
lALL LAYERS I~TACT/52Xtl2,lX,12HLAYEkS (h = ,I2tlH> l 

GO TO 70 
60 WRITE (6,1U7l NtN 

1U7 FORMAT <1Hlt41Xtl6HGENEkAL LAMINATEt4Xtl7HALL LAYERS INTACT/5UXtJl 
1~1Xtl2HLAYERS CN = tl2t1Hll 

70 IF(NENG.EQ.ll WRITE(6t99l ELtET,GLTtVLTt<UNIALP(J)tJ=lt2l 
99 FORMAT<lH-,///t40Xt37H PkuPERTIES OF A UNIDIRECTIO~AL LAYtRt///,lu 

lXt4H EL=tEll.4tlUH L8F/SUelNt4Xt4H ET=,Elle4,10H LbF/5Q.INt4X,~H G 
llf=tElle4tlvH Lbf/SOeINt4Xt~H VLT=tf~•2t///,~vXtlOH ALPhA(L)=,clle 
l4tlUH PtR UtG.Ft8XtluH ALPHA(Tl=tblle4tlUH Ptk DtGeft///////t48X•~ 
tuH LAMINATE PROPERTIES> 

WRITE (6,108) 
108 FORMAT (lHV//2Xt5HLAYERt2Xt9HTHICKNESSt2Xtl4HCOO~DINATES UF/3Xt~hN 

l0.t3Xt9HOF LAYERSt2Xtl4HLAYtR SURFACEStl5X•26HCOEFS. OF STIFFNt~S 
lMATkIXtl4Xt27HCOEFS. OF THERMAL EXPANSIUN/9Xt8H(lNCHESlt6XtbH<I~CH 
1ES)t22Xtl7h<lut6 LB.IIN.s~.),22Xt21H(l0-6 lNe/IN./DEG.F.l//4XtlH~t 
16Xt4HH(Klt5Xt4Hl(Klt4Xt6HL(K+llt3Xt6HC<ltlJ,3Xt6HC(l,2)t3XtbHC(~t~ 
llt3Xt6HC(6tll•3Xt6HC(6t2lt3Xt6H((6t6)t2XtBHALPHA(lltlXt8HAL~HA(ll~ 
11X,UHALPHA(6)//) 


DO 75 K = 1,N 

KP = K + I 


7~ WRITE (6,lu9l KtH(~ltZ(Kl,Z<KPl,C(ltltKltC<lt2tKltC(2t2,K),((3tl'K 
lJ,((3,2,~J,((3,3,K)tALPHA<l,KltALPHA~2,K)tALPHAC3tKl 

109 FOR~AT (3x,1~,3x,f9.4,f9.4,f9.4,-6PF9.4•-6PF9e4•-6PF9.4,-6PF9.4t~6 
1PF9.4t-6PF9.4t6PF9e4•6PF~.4,6Pf9.4) 

DO 80 K ~ ltN 

http:IF(NENG.EQ.ll
http:IF<JJ.EQ.3l
http:lF(JJ.E0.2J


123. 


80 	 HC <Kl = ( l ( i<.P l ** 3 l - ( Z <K) ** 3) 

DO lUv I = lt3 

DO lUO J = lt3 

A(J,J) = u.u 

sc:,Ji = u.u 

l)(l,J) = u.u 

DO 	 90 K = 1,N 
A<Y,J) = A({,..J) + (C(J,J9K) * H(K.)) 


B ( I 'J l = B ( I 'J l + ( C ( I ' J ' K l * HS ( K ) ) 

9 u D < I , J l -= [) ( I ' J ) + ( C ( I , J t K ) * HC < K l l 


B< i tJl - Bf! ,J) I 2.U 

D<l•Jl = D{l,J) I 3.u 


100 	CONTINUE 
L = !J 
DO 200 I = lt3 
DO 200 J = lt3 

200 AN< l tJl = iAC I tJl 
210 DO 220 I = lt3 

DO 220 J = 4t6 
220 	AN(I,J> = u.u 

DO 230 I = lt3 
J = I + 3 

230 	AN(l,J) = l.u 
IF CL .EQ. ll GO TO 270 
CALL MATS <ANtXt3~3tMATERKl 
IF <MAT~RRl 24Jt24Ut235 

235 WRITE (6tl1Ul ( <A<ItJ)tl=lt3ltJ=lt3) 
110 FORMAT llHu,zUHMATRIX A I~ SINGULAK//(3(-6PF8.4))) 

GO TO lU 
240 	CALL MATMPY <x,B,BSTAR,3,3,3) 

DO 2 5 0 I = 1 , 3 
DO 250 J = lt3 
ASTARlJ•J°l = X(ItJl 

250 	BSTAR<I•Jl = - BSTAR<ItJ) 
CALL MATMPY CBtXtHSTARt3t3t3l 
CALL MATMPY <HSTARt8tDSTARt3t3t3l 
CALL MATSBT <DtDSTAR,3t3) 
DO 26U I = lt3 
00 260 J = lt3 

260 AN(l,Jl = DSTARCitJ) 
L = 	1 
GO TO 210 

270 CALL MATS IANtDPRJ,3,3,MATERRl 
IF <MATER~> 29~,29u,2au 

28~ WRITE (b,llll I ID~TARCl,~>,I=l,3l,J=l•3l 
111 FORMAT 1Hhh£'.4Hi•1ATRIX DSTAR l.'.:J SINGuLAR//(3C-6PF~.4) I) 

GO 	 TO 10 
290 	 CALL MAlMPY <BSTAR,DPRJ,BPRI,3,3,3) 

CALL MATMPY <BPRI,HSTAR,APRI,3,3,3) 
CALL ~ATSBT CASTARtAPRJ,3,3) 
DO 3lJu I = lt3 
00 3UUK = ltN 

SUM ( I , Kl = v • 0 

DO 3uu J = i,3 


300 	SUMCitK> = 2>UMCitKl + (((!,JtKl * ALPHA<JtKll 
DO 32U I = l,3 
TSUM ( 1 ) = 0. u 
TADD ( I l = u. v 
DO 31 1.J K = l 'N 

T c I • ··~ , ' \ - T '·· I . •A I T ' ..t. I ~-I ·"" I I • it I * f-ll ;I I \ 




320 

124. 


330 

340 

350 
360 

370 

375 

38•J 


RNT(l) = TSUM(l) 

RMT( I} = TADD( I) I 2.0 

IF (LPP .EO. 2l GO TO 37U 

DO 330 K = l•N 

DO 33u I = 1,3 

CNO(ltKl = u.u 

CNT(ltKl = v.u 

C/\iTl-<CltK) = u.u 

DO 33U J = lt3 

CNO(J,Kl = CNO(ltKJ + (((l,JtKl * ASTARtJtll) 

CNT<I•Kl = CNT(J,Kl + <CIItJ,~l * ASTAR<J•2>> 

CNTk(l,Kl = CNTR(I,Kl + (((ltJtK) * ASTAR(J,31) 

DO 340 I = lt3 

SASR(ll = u.i..J 

DO 34U J = lt3 

SASR<IJ = SASR(ll + <ASTAR(ltJ) * RNTCJ)) 

DO 360 K = ltN 

DO 360 I = lt3 

CT<ItKl = O.O 

DO 350 J = lt3 

CT(!tKl = CTCltKl + (((J,J,K) *SASR(Jll 

CT ( I , Kl = CT ( I , K) - .SUM ( I t K) 

GO TO 420 

DO 375 K = ltN 

DO 375 I = 1,3 
DO ·3 7 "::> LR = l '2 

PCNO(I,KtLR) = o.u 

PCNT(ltKtLRI = u.u 

PCNTRl!tKtLRl = u.o 
PCMOIJ,K,LRl = u.o 
PCMT(J,i<,,LRl = v.U 
PCMTR<ItKtLR) = u.u 
DO 380 K = l•N 
DO 380 I = lt3 
DO 380 J = lt3 
DO 380 LR = lt2 
KP = K 
IF (LR .EQ. Ll KP= KP + l 
PC~U(ltKtLRl = PCNU(ltKtlk) + IC(I,JtKl * (APklCJtl) + (L(KP) * bP 

1 R I ( J ' l l I l l 
PC 1\4 T ( I , K , L R l = P C fll T ( I ' K , L k l + ( C ( I ' J t K l * (A PR I ( J t 2 ) + ( Z ( KP ) * ti P 
ll~I(J,2llll 

PCNH« I dtlkl = PCNT1-\( I •KtU<l + (((I tJtKl * (APRI (Jt3l + <llKPl * 
1 U P f~ I ( J , 3 l l l l 

PCMUI ltK,Lkl = PCMO(ltKtLRl + (C(ltJtKl * IBPkl(Jtll + (L(~P) *UP 
HU<Jtllll)

PCi'if(I,K,U<l = PC1·1T(ltKtlrO + (((J,J,K) * (13Pkl(J,2) + ll(,.;.P) * Ui-> 

1Rl(J,2l))l 
PCMTR!ItJ.l.I\) = PCMTklitKtLRl + (((I,J,K) * <BPR!(J,3) + <Z<KPl * 

1DPR1(J,3llll 
MM :: N + 1 
fJO 390 K = ltMM 
DO 39v l = 1,3 

IJ .SUM ( I , K ) = v • v 

IJO 39U J = lt3 

D~u1•1(I,Kl = l).:,UM(I,Kl + ((APkl(l,J) + (l(K) * BPRl(!,J)ll * RNT(J) 

ll + ( IBPRICI,~l + CZ(Kl * DPkl(I,Jlll * RMT(Jll 
DO 410 K = ltN 
00 410 I ::: 1 , 3 
I<; IM ( T • I( • 1 l = '' - I I 

390 
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UO 	 i+l:v J::. 1,3 

C. '..:> u: ..; < I , ~~ , ll - C. ..) u /'ii ( I ' I'- , ll + ( C. ( I , J ' r, ) * u;.., UM ( J ' r-... l ) 
!<.f-' "' K + l 

t+vv \~0J1•1<In'..,,'.) - C.'.::i\.Jl•i(i•K,;:!l + (((l,J,i'-.) ~~ ()~)Ui\1(,J,Kf-')) 

PCT ( I 'K '1) :.= C:il.'r": ( I '"-' 1 l - ::.)u;•·1 ( I 'Kl 
410 P(Tll,K•2> = CSG~(I,K,21 - ~wM(l,Kl 

4 2. -i iv i~ I T t:. ( 6 , :;_ i !. l 
lli F·Ji<•'•AT llHl////loXdriA,:;lA,.:'.rlA*,i-lX,7HA Ph.IMC., -/X,O:::.:'.HC0d'• vf lrit.I\ 

l i"i AL F vi-< U::: I l v X , 14 H ( l u + 6 L iJ • I l 1\1. ) , 1 8 X ' 14H I l J - 6 I i\l • I 1... b • l ' l 8 X , l 4 H ( 10- o 
l l f'l • I Lb • ) ' l l X ' 16 rl I LU • I l i\I • / l) l:. u • f- • ) I I ) 

wI~ I T E ( 6 , 11 3 > I A I i , 1 i , A < l , 2 l , A I I , 3 l ' A:;, TA H ( I , 1 I , A~ T A I< < l , L'. l , A~ TA k ( I • 
l J l , l' t) i-< l ( 1 , l i ' .£..Pi-< I ( I , 2 l , /, t) ;-< I ( 1 ' 3 } , I ' I-<. N T ( l > ' I = l ' :, l 

1 l 3 ?-" U1-\ r'1 AT ( 1 X , - 6 P F l '.J • 4 , - 6 P F 1',; • 4 , - t. P F l u • 4 , 6 P F l u • 4 , 6 PF l u • 4 , t.. P F 1 u • 4 , 
1 6 F· r l ,; • 4 , v t· F· l J •Lt, b Pr .i u • 4 ' S X ' l Hl\l , I l ' 3 H- i ' l X 'v PF l \J • 4 l 

,,; i:.,O I 1 E:. t 6 , l l Lt ) 

11'+ f \,)l<.1·•1\ i ( l r·i.J I I l 6X. l HB' j lX' .:.Ho*' 2 7 x' 7Hb Pl~ I i•1E' Ix' i jH(iJt.f. uF THl:.K1·1~ 
lL 1•;u;·it.1~i/,iC:;\,l,.1H(lv+6 Lt:i,.),2.:'.XtliJH(lU+0 ll'h)tt:'.l/~,.i.d-1(.i.\.,-o ..l/L.be)t.I. 

14 A' l t!. ti ( Lb• Ii.JLG• F • ) I/ l 
v. :-< I f L i 6 , 11 :.> l ! IJ ( .L • l l ' tl ( l ' 2 l ' Li ( l ' J > ' t.3;:) TA 1-< ( l , l > ' b.;.) 1 A1-< ( I ' ,_: l , o ..J 1 AR < J. t 

l 3 ) ' r3 PI~ I ( I ' i l ' bf,;,.(, I ( I ' ,;_ l , l1 PI-< I ( I ' :; l ' I ' I-< 1111T ( I ) ' l :: l ' 3 ) 
1 l 5 FU 1·>1 A f ( l X ' - 6 ~; F 1 v • ;+ ' -6 PF 1"' • 4 ' - 6 f) F l v • 4 ' v PF l u • 4 ' ~I-' f l '-' • '+ • u PF l;.; • .:+ ' 

l (' I; f l '"' • 4 , t) i-' F l v • 4 , D P F l u • 4 • '..i X , ltw, , I l ' j H- I , l X , v I-' f~ l v • 4 l 
itv f-< 1 f L i o , l 16 ) 
F vl-;1'1/.. l ( l H ,; I I 4 d X , 2. i· 1 H ·:<- / -+ '+ ,\ , l. u H ( l 0 +0 11·~ • ) I I ) 
111-< I f I:. ( 6 , 11 l l ( H.::. I AI-< ( I , l l , H ~ 1 A I~ ( I , 2 l , H~ I A1-\ ( I , J l , I =1 , j l 

1 l 7 FUi·fr:I\ I (JjX,JFlve4l 
\•1F~llt_ (6,lloi 

ll~; 	 FCJ1.(i<;/.1,l (lH'-1//l6XtHiL.ltJlXt~rlU*'2.1Xt7HD Pl'<li"i(/lvXtljH(lu+t. L.deli~eltl 
l9X•ljHllJ+6 L.bel~e)tl6Xtl~H(lv-6 l/LIJel~e)//) 

w:d IL (Gd l':I l < {)( 1 d l ,[..J( I,;::) ,iJ( l '..:i) tU.:.>TAk( l ,I) ti.J.:JTAl<l l t~ l H;.:;I AIH l t 

l j 1 , L) ;J I-< I ( I t i ) ' DP I-< l ( I , 2. l , () P K i ( 1 ' 3 l ' l :::. l ' 3 l 
i l 'i . f u '', 11 A l i l X , - G;.) F .1. u • 4 , - 61-' F i u • 4 , - o P f l v • '+ , L X , - oPf i u • 4 , - 6 Pf l u • 4 , - o I-' r l u • 

li• , t:.. I. , G~, F l · .. • •t , GP F l v. 4 ' 6 PF l u • 4 l 

11· I l 1-J ,, • L._;. l l G0 TU '+ 5 u 

••! :~. I T L ( .6 , l 2 u l 


L'." FUr\:•:/\T (i.hl//i'Xtlhi.,GX,6f-J:.:.iTld:J__,,Jx,llHCul:f• uF fdt~X,l1rk. ...Jl:.Fe vF N 
I2,zx,11hCUE~. UF ~6,zX,llHC0EF. G~ Ml,zX,llhCuEF. Uf 1~2,zx,llH(ULF 
le CiF H6u:X,.i.4hCut.f. \.Jr ll1•1iJe/~i\,'.;.lii( If_,.,J,4Xt9r1CU1'ir->01'<i:.i'>ilt.:~;.,,7H(l/lii• 
1 i , uX , I H ( L I l , ~ • l , l> X , i H < 1. I l \1 • ) , 4 X , 1 v t-1 ( l / l , ~ • .::.".i • ) , J X , i vH ( l I I 111 • .,,, i..J • l , 3 X ' 1 
l ' , i i ( l / l j ·~ •.:; '·" • ) ~ ~) ;<. ' l ~) :-1 ( L l:. • I i , ., • ~ \,,/ • I F • l I I ) 

..,l.,) 	 l1 ::, v ;.... cc l ' i\ 

r'-Y - !, + 

\, i-< l i t: ( b ' 1 z l ) ~ 


121 F01-\1·1t1l ('J_,x,9ti-- U\YEr'\ '12<kl ---//) 

'11 !'\ I l E:_ ( 6 , 1? 2 l L ( K l , ( f-' CI~ V ( 1 , K, l ) , P Cr• T ( I , r-:.. , 1 l , 1-'Ci~ TI~ ( I , r.;. , 1 l , r' C··•v ( I , ,, ' 

l l I ' fJ ( i · i T ( 1 ' ~~ ' 1 l ' P C :·, l I\ { I , K , l ) ' P C T ( l ' K ' l l , l = 1 ' 3 ) ' l ( f-... f.l l ' ( ;.; Ci''< \J i I ' "- , 2. l ' P 
l ( f\f 1 ( I ' ,<., ' c ) ',_, (. 1\ r i; ( l ' ,<_ • 2 ) 't-' (. ··i u ( I ' i', ' .:. ) ' ~c•"i r ( I ' i<.. ' ~ l ' I-> cj•, r I-< ( I ' j, ' l. ) ' p ( r I I 
1 , ~ ' L. l , I ~ l , J l 

12£: Fl.ih.1-i.i\l (jA,t 0.;.,4x, /H:dGhi\ 1'4A•f-de4t~flj.4,6Xtfb.4/.:'.J.X,l1-IL,~X,fo. 

l, 4 ' '.) F i 3 • q ' G f.. ' t: b • I.; I :..-:. j ;< ' j_ 11 u ' ti x ' F 0 • L; ' '.) F l ~~ • 4 ' bx ' F0 • 4 / ) 
.. , :.~\I CC:i\ I ; i·.UL 
it 4 0 Cf1 L L P1\ 1-<. i 1·; 'j 

GC) TU L+ 7l, 
t; ')•,.; 'iv!'.<! It ( 6, le.) l 
.iLJ F.:.;:~i·iA1 (lHi//jlX,(Jf-1 ..Jl1..;c) ..njXdlHC0!:.F. vF •'d,O:::XdlrKvt:.F. vF lllt:'.•4'.Xtl 

l l H ( v t. F-' • lJ i- I ' ;_, ' 2 x ' l ,:, h (._ ul.F • uF l LI. i p • I L <; x ' 9 H c v MI-' u 1-.. L 1·~ T ' 4 x ' 7 h ( l / l d • ) t 0 .... 
l ' 7'r 1 ( l / I 1·~. l 'GA ' '/ rl i l I l , ~. l '4 /. ' l S r1 ( Lo• I l i'l. Si...i • IF • ) I I ) 

00 46v K "'" 1,N 

':: i~ I 1 L ! 6 , l L 4 l ~.. 
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125 FORMAT (3uX,7HSIGMA lt4X,F8.4t2Fl3.4t6XtF8e4/j6XtlH~t4XtFH.4t2FlJ. 
l4t6XtF8.4/3bXtlH6t4XtFBe4tlFlJ.4t6XtFB.4/) 

460 CONTINUE 
GO iO 440 

470 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 



127. 

SUBkOUTINE MATS (A,XtN,M,MATEMRl 
DIMENSION A(3t6ltXC3,3l 

MATERR = O 

MM = N + M 

DO ?0 I ::: 2tN 

II= I - 1 

DO o;u J = l t I I 

IF ( A ( I 'J ) • E. Q • u • u l GO TU 5u 

lF ( (1\£3.'..:>(A(J,..;)) - Af::S~(A( 1 tJ))) .LT. u.u) GO TU 10 

R = A!ItJl I A!JtJ) 

GO TO 3U 


10 	 R = ACJ,J) I A!!tJ) 

DO 20 K = ltMM 

B = A(J,Kl 

l\(J,K) = A(l,K) 


20 A!ltKJ = !:.) 


30 jj :; J + l 

DO 40 K = JJtMM 


40 A ( I t K l = A(. l t K l - CR *A ( J 'K ) ) 

50 CONTINUE 


IF ( u~sstA!N,Nl) - 1.uE-liJ) .GT. o.u) GO TO 7U 
60 WRITE !6t1Ull NtN 

101 FORMAT l26HU ELEMENT!tl2t1Httl2,1Hl,38H VERY ~MALL 
le CASE DELETED BY MATS 
MATlkl~ = 1 
60 TO 100 


70 L>O 90 J = l•M 

KK = N + J 

X!N,Jl = A(N,KKl I A!NtN) 

DO 9U I = 2tN 

JJ = N - I + 1 

B = o.o 
II 	 = N - I + <:: 
DO 	 80 K = II,N 

Bo B = B + (A(JJ,K) * xcK,Jl) 
IF !!ABS(A(JJ,JJ) l - leUE-lOl eLE• u.ul GO TO 60 

90 X(JJ,Jl = IA(JJtKK) - Bl I A(JJtJJ) 
100 RETURN 

END 
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~UBROUTINE MATMPY IAt8tCtltMtNl 
DIMENSIO~ A<3t3ltB<3•3)t(C3t3) 
DO 20 I = ltl 
DO 20 J = ltN 
SUM = O.O 

10 
DO lu 
SUM= 

LL = ltM 
S0M + <A<Itlll * b(LLtJ)) 

20 C < I 'J l = Sul•I 
f-<ETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MATSBT (At6tMtNl 
DIMENSION Al3t3lt8l3t3l 
DO 10 I ::: 1 'M 
DO lU J ::: ltN 
C ::: B(f,Jl 

10 	 i:3(ltJ)::: A(J,J) - C 
RETURN 
END 
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lll f..;L/\Li ('.;,1-.,li '..:....JlqLLtJr...,1'i1'i 

l v 1 F ·...;i-\,,,;:, T ( Ji l , I.:. ) 

C r-.:.·...il< = v 11·.PLIL:.) SU~1~Uull1'li:. L;_, Tu (vl'lTI.~Ji: 1-<t:ADING 
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C LL :: l I i-' iJ L I t: :., ....~ l r~i..; T l:.ul;/\L Tv v' •'..I 
( LL = 2 I~~LI~~ j\;6 r~uT L..,,LJ/1L r...; u.u 
l l. L ::-. j l 1•i iJ L- l l....; c::'.1~ l = f\~ 


(. _I~•·" = h0. .._,f l hr·'v l v ALui:.~) uF iLl·1r'L1~i\fu1'l:. 


c J•1;\Xl.·.L»: V/ILu[ vi~ /jt•i = ~'-' 


lF I "'(,ii~ • L. ,u l l u 0 Tu ':J 'l v 
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lu.Z 	 FCh1·,AT <6FlLe6l 

i\t/\~ (S,11.,;.:'>l lXA(Kltf..=l,1>l 


l. v 3 F v l"i · \ ;\T ( oCl .i: • 6 l 

1-< t: f:;. iJ ( S , i ,_, .5 J < Yf\ < r<. l , f,::: l • f, > 
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k~Au (~,1~~) CYP(~)th=l•Nl 
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1 ;J4 F Ol\i-.1\ T ( 1 £' ,\6 l 

2 (_; \~ l~ I T E ( 6 , 1 u ) l 
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•• h I I t. ( 6 ' i ,, i... ) L'. ( i-.. ) ' x 1\ ( K. l ' A f-' ( ,, ) ' '( I\ ( I'.. ) ' y t-' ( h ) 


l i..; b F v '"',/\ i ( F G • 't ' :~A ' L l .:'• • b ' 12 x ' L l j • v ' 1 (;; x ' t:. l j • t) ' l B Ji. ' l 1 j • 0 ) 


JU 	 (();~ f I i'lUL 
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I t:.i·t~) = -u. i i11Tf77r:-11 
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1-i! l'i :o: ( \j .j ( l l'l i.:. 11\ ( r:.. ) l 


1./~J = .J!f,(lhLTii(K)) 


T,.; < 1, l l =: ,,,. -~< ;-\1•'1 

Tf·1 ( l , 2. l :: 1< I\ * 1--; ii 


i<P1-11i .:: 1..;f•i '' ;dJ 


n-: c1 , 3 i = ;~ •,. * ;,p ,,1 i~ 
) = 	 f J'i ( 1 ',: )f i1 1 ( L' j 
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') 0 
6U 

7u 
~~ 

90 
IOU 

2lu 
22u 

230 
24U 

l50 
260 
27J 
28J 

29u 

1U0 

31U 

JJU 
3 4 ~; 

350 
'.:i6u 
:,70 
:mu 

3-ili 
4vu 

!JU '.)5U J"' 1,;: 
IF IL~µ .~~. 11 Gu TU Juv 
G0 10 (~C,7v,~~,21u,2Ju,i~ul,Ll 

DC: 6 u I '= 
~KlltKtJ) 

GO TO 270 
L>O Clv I = 
kHII'~'JI 
GU Tu 270 
UO lvU l = 
~HIJtKtJ) 

GO J~) 271.J 
DU 22u I"' 
kL(ltK,J) 
GO TO !. 1\J 

UO ~4u l 
kB(lt~tJ) 
GO To 270 
DO 260 I 
kblltK,Jl 
DO 28u I 
RC(l•KtJl 
lJO I. 9 u I 
1,; ~ ( l • l ) = 

S ~1 
54 
~~ 
~) 6 
S7 
s 8 
~9 
:.JJJ 
.;;; 11 
512 
k l 
H2 -- XP ( K. ) I 

ro ::: i\ p ( K ) I 
[~4 ·- X1\ ( K. ) ; 

I 

,(·i:.:, ~.) ··- ~-· 
( K ) 

y /\ ~) - Y.l\ ( ~:. ) ~i, 

l. ' J 
= ~C~U(J,KtJ) 

l,J 
= PCNT(ltKtJI 

1,3 
= ~C~lRlltKtJ) 

ltJ 
= PCMu(ltKtJ") 

= 1,~ 
= PCrilllt~tJ) 

= 1,3 
= ~CMTR(ltKtJl 

: lt3 
= ~CT(ltKtJ) 

= l , J 
1< l5 < I ' r( ' J l 

R~IIt2l = RC(l,KtJl 
GO TO L+vO 
I F I J • ECJ. 2. l GU T0 5 5 u 
GO TO 13lu,J3ut35UltLL 
DC 3)J I = L,3 

J~u µkcll;,~) = lNulitKl 
c.>o ro :nu 
UO J4u l = l,j 
PI-< B ( I , K l = C 1~ H< ( I , r<.. ) 

GO TO 37u 
L>O 36U I = 
f"Jj~n(J,Kl = lu.5 * CN(J( I tKl l + Ci'!TI I tK) 
DO 38U I== l '3 
Pl-<ClltK) = (,f(I,i<.) 
JO 39\J I = 1,3 
R~ I I d l = P1\d I I , K ) 

RSI J ,ZJ = P1"<CI I tK) 

(~LL MAIMPY { (A,R~,Ru,3,3,z) 


Sl = f~D{l,ll -lH 2 

52.:: h'.D!l,ll ~- f_;;;D(2,ll 

- I-\ lJ { ;;~ ' 1 ) ** ;:_ 
= kD!J,11 ** 2 
- z.v * kD(ltll 
- ( k lJ ( l ' .:. ) * i,; L) ( 

= 2.u * RD(2,ll 
- 2. v ,·f :' L) ( 3 d ) 

* 
~ ' 

* 
"* 

kD(ltZl 
1 ) ) + ( I~ L; ( l ' 1 ) -l~ I~ I) ( .:'. ' 2 ) ) 
RD(z,21 
i<D ( :; , 2 ) 
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FIGURE 9 Filament Wound Ribbed Cylinder 

( courtesy of l.M.I. Ltd.) 



6 inch diameter carbon fibre rocket motor caseFIGURE 10 
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FIGURE 11 Rolls-Royce R.B. 211 turbo fan engine on test. 

( courtesy of Rolls- Royce (Composite Materials) Ltd.) 
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FIGURE 12 Typical layup of composite rotor blade 



FIGURE 13 Carbon fibre reinforced plastic satellite structure 

(courtesy of IM I Ltd. ) 
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